TOWN OF WINTER PARK
PLANNING COMMISSION
Tuesday, July 14, 2020 8:00 AM
Online Meeting (instructions below)
AGENDA

I.

Meeting Call to Order.

II.

Roll Call of Commission Members.

III.

Town Hall Meeting (time for anyone from the public to speak about items not on the agenda)

IV.

Minutes for Review: June 23, 2020.

V.

Conflicts of Interest.

VI

Action Items:

VII.

A.

Preliminary Plat – Lakota Reserve – continued from June 23rd

B.

Preliminary Plat – Northwoods at Lakota – continued from June 23rd

Planning Commission Items for Discussion:
A.

VIII:

UDC – Table 3-A-3 Residential Districts and Table 3-A-5 Nonresidential and Mixed Use
Districts.

Staff Update

Online Meeting Log-In Instructions – See next page

Computer Log-In Instructions
Please click the link below to join the webinar:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83457469594?pwd=cyttK0xIdGwwTy9MZEJ6NUdoRGRZZz09
Password: 401506
Phone Log-In Instructions
Dial In Numbers
+1 669 900 6833 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 346 248 7799 or +1 929 436 2866 or +1 301 715 8592 or
Webinar ID: 834 5746 9594
Password: 401506
You can log into the Zoom meeting through the link above to view what is projected on the screen. You
can use either your computer audio or the number above. Everyone will be muted upon entry into the
meeting to ensure that we have manageable background noise and limited interruptions.
Public Hearing Process
If you would like to participate in the public hearing, please follow these instructions so we can make sure
everyone that wants to speak has the opportunity. When you log into Zoom you will be automatically
muted to limit background noise. When the public hearing is opened for public comment, please use the
“raise your hand” feature and staff will unmute citizens in the order they were received. To enable “raise
your hand” feature, click on the “Participates” button the bottom of the screen.
If you are signed in to the Zoom meeting through the computer, there is an option to type comments
directly through the “Chat” feature. You can indicate using that feature that you intend to make a
comment and if you wish to make that comment by typing, Town Staff can read the comment for you.

TOWN OF WINTER PARK
PLANNING COMMISSION
Tuesday, June 23, 2020 8:00 AM
MINUTE

I.

The meeting is called to order at 8:00 am.

II.
Roll Call indicated present Chairman Brad Holzwarth, Commissioners Dave Barker, Doug
Robbins, George Stevens, Roger Kish, and Jonathan Larson are present. Community Development
Director James Shockey and Town Planner Hugh Bell are also present.
III.

Town Hall Meeting. No one comes forward.

IV.

Minutes for Review: June 9, 2020. Commissioner Larson makes a motion to approve the minute.
Commissioner Stevens seconds. The minute is approved 6, 0.

V.

Conflicts of Interest. None.

VI.

Action Items:
A.

Residential Design Review – 212 Lakota Park Drive

Town Planner Bell makes a presentation. The project consists of an addition to a single-family home. The
applicants intent to add an interior great room and relocate the exterior deck. Planner Bell indicates that
all the paperwork has been submitted: HOA letter of approval, material/color board and, lighting sheet
(the applicant is going to move the existing fixtures and they are dark-sky compliance). Finally, Planner
Bell tells the Planning Commission that the Staff is satisfied with landscape plan, site plan/building
elevations, setbacks, coverage and erosion/drainage plan. Staff recommends the approval of the addition
with the following conditions:
•
•

Any disturbed areas on the site need to be revegetated with an appropriate seed mix.
Approved drainage and erosion control need to be in place prior to and during site preparation
and construction and through successful revegetation.

Director Shockey informs the Commission that the applicant is not present.
There are no questions from the Commissioners to Staff.
Commissioner Robbins makes a motion to approve the addition. Commissioner Barker seconds. The
design review is approved 6, 0.
B.

Final Plat – Lake Trail Townhomes

Planner Bell makes a presentation for this final plat application. Planner Bell makes a summary of the
project overview. This information was provided to the Commissioners in the electronic packet.

Staff received two comments, one from Mountain Parks Electric and one from JVA. Planner Bell gives
the Planning Commission an outline of both comments. Basically, there are concerns about the storm
drainage and the proximity of the landscape wall to the proposed transformer. Planner Bell reads the
conditions that need to be addressed before sending the documents to Town Council:
•
•
•
•

The applicant needs to update the 560 Lake Trail Final Plat according to the redlined version.
The applicant needs to address all comments made by the Town Engineer.
The applicant needs to submit a ‘will-serve’ letter from the trash management company.
The applicant needs to notify CGS of any changes to FR Engineering’s designs and copy staff on
any and all correspondence.

Planner Bell then moves to the miscellaneous items to be resolved at the time the plat is being recorded.
Finally, Staff recommends approval with the conditions listed above before Town Council review and
recording.
Director Shockey adds that the project is subject to open space dedication. This has been included in the
report.
The applicant, Charles Moore is willing to answer any questions. No one comes forward.
Director Shockey states that a final plat does not require a public hearing.
Commissioner Kish makes a motion to approve this final plat with conditions adding the open space
dedication Director Shockey mentioned. Commissioner Larson seconds.
The final plat is approved 5, 1.
C.

Final Development Plan – Rendezvous at Winter Park 1st Amendment

Director Shockey mentions there is a request from Rendezvous at Winter Park to make an amendment.
The development plan was first approved in 2008. Director Shockey presents a background of this
process. Director Shockey points out that there were some items that did not meet certain requirements.
There is a list in the Staff report that was sent to the Commissioners.
Mr. Jeff Vogel, representing Rendezvous at Winter Park, comes forward. The intent is to amend the FDP
to allow for additional residential housing types. Mr. Vogel gives some background. Mr. Vogel also
mentions a shift in the market and now more people want to move full time to the area as primary owners.
This means that it is necessary to design smaller residential units in square footage and that do not require
a lot of maintenance.
Then, Mr. Vogel shows the site plan on the screen and explains how this amendment would be beneficial.
He also mentions different types of products: townhomes, paired cabins, 3,000 sq. ft. cabins
(approximately) and 1,800 to 2,200 sq. ft. attached cabins. They are also reevaluating the site plan. Mr.
Vogel thinks that the more diversification, the better in terms of revenue and accommodating the
residents. This design takes into account the open space and the trail system.
Mr. Vogel mentions that, since the lots are getting smaller, they are proposing to adjust the setbacks
accordingly due to the more compact nature of the residential units. However, for the larger lots, they will
keep the regular setbacks. The building height will be kept. There is a discussion about the front setbacks

and keeping the design proportionated.
Then, there is a discussion about the frontage. The proposed frontage is 50 ft., building coverage and the
building separation.
Director Shockey shows the amendments that have been done (yellow color). He makes a short comment
about the main amendments. He also goes over the definitions and zoning regulations for this proposed
project. He points out that there is not a clear definition in the FDP about single family dwelling vs single
family attached vs multifamily. The Staff referred to the UDC, which is in the draft state, to look for those
definitions. Director Shockey shows on the screen the definitions in red color.
Next, there is a discussion about the definition of condominium-hotel. For Commissioner Kish there is a
difference in the operations. Chairman Holzwarth asks how to make a differentiation in the building per
se. Some of the aspects that were discussed are nightly rentals, food and beverage on site, a front desk,
and the role of an HOA running the condominium, if an HOA would be even suitable to operate a
condominium-hotel. There is also a discussion about the length of the rentals and services as
housekeeping. Director Shockey shows the definition of condominium hotel on the screen. Director
Shockey looks up for the definition of condominium-hotel and reads it to the Commissioners.
Commissioner Bakers thinks that the advantage of a condominium-hotel is that there is a manager in
charge 24/7.
Chairman Holzwarth talks about the covenant and regulations for condominiums, for example, in a
regular condominium building, each individual could use his or her unit as a short-term rental unit and
not be considered a condominium-hotel. Mr. Vogel mentions that some big hotel chains have similar
programs in which they regulate the operations, not an HOA. There is a discussion about the type of
ownership and amenities.
There is also a discussion about the lot frontage according to the UDC. Director Shockey mentions that
there is possibility of reducing the frontage of it if an attached unit. Although there is no minimum
frontage required, it is necessary to establish one from the practical point of view. Commissioner Kish
would like to set a minimum in order to avoid 10ft frontage townhomes. Mr. Vogel agrees and adds that
the parking regulations will help to determine a reasonable frontage.
Chairman Holzwarth asks each one of the Commissioners their opinion about the 20 ft. frontage.
No public comments received.
Commissioner Kish makes a motion to approve the changes as stated in the staff report. Commissioner
Larson seconds. The motion is approved 6, 0.
D.

Preliminary Plat – Lakota Reserve

Planner Bell makes a presentation based on the contents of the electronic packet sent to the
Commissioners. Planner Bell goes over the development improvement agreement, the agency comments,
and the public comments. There is a letter sent by Steve Smith asking for clarification of the proposed
changes.
Planner Bell informs the Commission that they are currently working in a red-marked print to be sent to
the applicant after the Planning Commission review. Finally, Planner Bell says that applicant needs to
submit an executed DIA with cost estimates along with final stamped engineered plans, taxes certificate,

a digital copy of the approved plat along with a 14” X 18” copy and, a Statement of Authority. Planner
Bell tells the Commission that if they are satisfied, Staff recommends approval with these conditions:
•
•
•
•

The applicant needs to address all comments made by the Town Engineer.
The applicant needs to address all comments made by AECOM on behalf of Winter Park Water
and Sanitation District.
The applicant needs to address the comment made by Xcel Energy.
The applicant needs to update the Preliminary Plat according to the redlined version from Town
Staff.

This project is subject to school impact fees.
The applicant, Mr. Todd Mohr is present. Mr. Mohr begins giving a brief overview of the project. Mr.
Mohr explains to the Commission how they are planning on subdividing the lot in order to build
residential units in the future and the type of units they would like to build. He also talks about building
coverage. Mr. Mohr is using some maps on the screen to better illustrate his proposal. One of the main
components is the expansion of Reserve Way to give access to the building sites.
Mr. Mohr talks about a conversation he had with East Grand Fire Protection District about the length of
the road and the relocation of two hydrants. He also mentions a 21 ft. utility easement back in 2005.
Additionally, they are also working on addressing the comments from Winter Park Water and Sanitation
District. Mr. Mohr also speaks about the footing and foundation of the existing units on the site.
There is also mention of the geo-technological study of the soil and pavement. Mr. Mohr concludes that
they are working on addressing the different agencies comments.
Planner Bell talks about plat notes and some minor errors that need to be corrected. The Staff will send
those to the applicant. Director Shockey adds that needs to send it to the Legal Counsel for review and
approval.
Commissioner Kish says he would like to see the changes in writing, as well as the easement outline. There
is also a discussion about the ROW and snow storage
The applicant is asking for continuance for the next meeting in order to have more time to make the
changes.
Commissioner Barker brings to the Commission attention the letter that was sent by a neighbor. He just
wants to make sure this letter is taken care of.
Chairman Holzwarth opens the public comments section. Ms. Alison Lipman states that her comment
was addressed .
No more comments.
Commissioner Kish makes a motion to continue this request on July 14th, 2020. Commissioner Barker
seconds. Motion to continue this request is approved 6, 0.
E.

Preliminary Plat – North Woods at Lakota

Planner Bell begins by giving an outline of the Staff report to the Commission. The applicant would like
to continue this for the July 14th, 2020 meeting in order to finish making the necessary adjustments.
Chairman Holzwarth opens the public comments period. None comes forward.
Mr. Mohr talks about the red line version.
Commissioner Stevens makes a motion to continue on July 14th, 2020. Commissioner Kish seconds.
Motion to continue is approved 6, 0.
VII.

Planning Commission Items for Discussion:
A.

VIII:

Director Shockey says there are not comments.

Staff Update

Director Shockey tells the Planning Commission that the next meeting is an in-person meeting if possible.
He also mentions that there are several applicants who would rather to be present physically. Of course,
the Staff will be taking precautions to avoid the spread of COVID-19.
Commissioner Robbins makes a motion to adjourn the Planning Commission meeting. Commissioner
Stevens seconds. Motion to adjourn the meeting 6, 0.
Upon a previously adopted motion, the Planning Commission meeting is adjourned at 9:26 a.m.

TO

Planning Commission

FROM

Hugh Bell, Planner

THRU

James Shockey, Community Development Director

DATE

July 14, 2020

RE

Preliminary Plat Continuance – The Reserve at Lakota Park Subdivision

Note: at the June 23, 2020 Planning Commission hearing, PMWP, the applicant, requested a
continuance for the Preliminary Plat. Items that have since changed from the original
application appear in red.
Background:
This is a new preliminary plat application on Subdivision Exemption No. 6, according to the
subdivision exemption recorded April 24, 2020 at Reception No. 2020-003111 in the records
of Grand County. Through the subdivision process, the applicant, PM Winter Park LLC,
proposes subdividing the existing “super” lot, Lot 99, to create 14 smaller lots. The proposal
also includes (i) extending and realigning Tract 3 in order to create an extended roadway
providing access to eight (8) multifamily residential units located on the proposed Lots 99-G,
99-I, 99-K and 99-M, which shall turn into a shared driveway (i.e. Tract 3A) for the use of two
(2) multifamily residential units located on the proposed Lots 99-I and 99-K, (iii) vacating a
portion of the existing utility easement recorded at Reception No. 2007011752 in the Grand
County, Colorado public records, and (iv) creating new easements for retaining wall
improvements within Tract D Open Space. The resulting lots would be available for either
multifamily residential use or single-family residential use.
The property is 3.828 3.813 acres and presently contains two buildings under construction on
Lots 99A, 99B, 99C, and 99D.
Project Overview:
The property at Reserve Way is bound by Arrow Trail to the south; Lakota Park Drive to the
east and north; and the Dreamcatcher at Lakota subdivision to the west.
According to Kumar & Associates Inc., the project’s geotechnical engineer, the site has steep
topography, and the roadways and utility infrastructure for the project were installed in 2010.
Vegetation at the site generally consists of grasses and weeds with scattered conifer trees.
Development Improvements Agreement:
All improvements (water, sewer, roadway, landscaping, drainage/erosion control, etc.)
associated with the proposed project are required to be guaranteed (120%) through a
Development Improvements Agreement (DIA). The applicant has provided cost estimates for
said improvements (see attached) but the numbers will need to be revised after the applicant
has finalized the construction plans.
•

Applicant shall provide an executed DIA with cost estimates along with final stamped

engineered plans for all applicable improvements prior to acceptance of any DIA and
subsequent site disturbance.
Review Agency Comments:
Colorado Geological Survey
Jill Carlson, Engineering Geologist with the Colorado Geological Survey (CGS) responded to
the referral in a letter dated June 10, 2020. In that letter CGS recommends a detailed geologic
reconnaissance and subsurface exploration to identify areas of potential instability,
characterize slope stability conditions, and provide site-specific information and engineering
parameters for repairing/reconstructing retaining walls, and stabilizing slopes to ensure longterm stability and minimize erosion. See attached letter for all comments.
•

Applicant shall address all comments made by the Colorado Geological Survey in the
letter dated June 10, 2020.

Denver Water
Jessica Barbier, Design Project Manager FA at Denver Water, responded to the referral in a
letter dated June 10, 2020. In that letter she expressed no objection to the proposed plat.
East Grand School District
Frank Reeves, Superintendent for the East Grand School District, responded to the referral in
an email dated May 8, 2020. He stated that the District wants to ensure all Money in Lieu of
Land agreements have been paid, or will be paid, on the development. See attached letter for
detail.
•

Applicant shall ensure Money in Lieu of Land agreements are paid to East Grand
School District.

Mountain Parks Electric
Jean Johnston, Senior Staking Engineer / R.O.W. Specialist at Mountain Parks Electric,
responded to the referral in an email dated May 22, 2020. In that email she stated that the
preliminary plat should be adequate.
Town Engineer
Sam Redfield, Senior Project Engineer for JVA Inc., responded to the referral in a letter dated
June 16, 2020. In that letter he recommended addressing comments provided by Colorado
Geological Survey, ensuring adequate ground surface drainage, and ensuring that maximum
grades are consistent with geotechnical recommendations, or are provided additional slope
stability recommendations by the geotechnical engineer, among other items. See attached
letter for all comments.
•

Applicant shall address all comments made by the Town Engineer in the letter dated
June 16, 2020.

Winter Park Water and Sanitation District
Bill Wemmert of AECOM, on behalf of the Winter Park Water and Sanitation District (WPWSD),
responded to the referral in a letter dated May 22, 2020. In that letter he expressed concern
about the need for detailed information on the phasing plan for the proposed water and sewer
pipelines and services, about the utility easement width being narrower than adequate to

properly maintain the water and sewer infrastructure, and how the retaining wall at Lakota Park
Drive will be constructed for maintenance or replacement of water and sewer pipelines, among
other comments. See attached letter for all comments. Mr. Wemmert responded in a later letter
dated July 8, 2020. In that letter he included updated engineering comments and expressed
concern about the inadequate width of the 21’ utility easement and provided several possible
approaches to mitigate that narrow easement. In an email dated July 8, Kent Bosshard, District
Manager for WPWSD, requested written responses to the May 22 and July 8 letters.
•
•

Applicant shall address all comments made by AECOM on behalf of WPWSD in the
letter dated July 8, 2020.
Applicant shall provide written responses to the May 22 and July 8 letters.

Xcel Energy
Kathleen Jacoby, Designer for the Mountain Division, responded to the referral in an email
dated May 20, 2020. In that email she expressed that if a grade is changed, an application to
Xcel will need to be made to adjust for the proper depth of 36”.
•

Applicant shall address the comment made by Xcel in the email dated May 20, 2020.

Letters were sent to the following agencies, but comments were not received prior to the
deadline –
• Century Link
• Colorado Division of Wildlife
• Comcast
• East Grand Fire Protection District #4
• Grand County Assessor
• Grand County Planning Department
• Headwaters Trails Alliance
• Public Works Department
• US Army Corps of Engineers
• US Forest Service
If the Commission feels comments should be received from any of the above listed agencies,
the applicant would be responsible for obtaining those letters prior to Final Plat review.
Public Comments:
Staff sent notice to adjacent property owners on May 18, 2020. One comment has been
received as of July 10.
Steve Smith, of 845 Arrow Trail, requested clarification about the proposed changes, including
the setback along his driveway, and expressed desire for beautification of the retention pond
installed by the last developer. See attached letter for full details.
Plat:
Staff is preparing a red-marked print for the proposed Preliminary Plat that will be presented to
the applicant after Planning Commission review.
•

Applicant shall update the Preliminary Plat per the redlined version from Town Staff

dated June 30, 2020. This condition has been partially met. The plat note that Winter
Park Water and Sanitation District requested from their May 22, 2020 letter is absent.
Miscellaneous:
•

Applicant shall provide an executed DIA with cost estimates along with final stamped
engineered plans for all applicable improvements prior to acceptance of any DIA and
subsequent site disturbance.

•

A Certificate of Taxes, shown to be paid in full from the County Treasurer, shall be
provided for the subject property.

•

A digital file of the approved plat must be submitted. The digital file shall be in a format
acceptable to the Town's System. Requirements for digital submittal can be obtained
from the Town's Planning Division.

•

A 14"x18" 911 Address Plat shall be provided.

•

This proposed project is subject to school impact fees. School impact fees were paid
for all 110 lots in the Central Village at Lakota that were proposed at the time of original
platting.

•

A Statement of Authority shall be provided for those signing the Final Plat for PMWP, LLC.

Recommendation:
If the Commission is satisfied with the Preliminary Plat, staff recommends approval with the following
conditions:
Conditions Prior to Final Plat Review
1. Applicant shall address all comments made by the Town Engineer in the letter dated June
16, 2020.
2. Applicant shall address all comments made by AECOM on behalf of WPWSD in the letter
dated July 8, 2020.
3. Applicant shall provide written responses to AECOM’s May 22 and July 8 letters.
4. Applicant shall address the comment made by Xcel in the email dated May 20, 2020.
5. Applicant shall update the Preliminary Plat per the redlined version from Town Staff dated
June 30, 2020.

Michael J. Repucci
mjrepucci@j-rlaw.com
Direct Dial: (303) 546-5617

April 28, 2020
Via Email (jshockey@wpgov.com)
Mr. James Shockey
Community Development Director
Town of Winter Park
50 Vasquez Road
Winter Park, Colorado 80482
Re:

The Reserve at Lakota Park Subdivision (the “Subdivision”); Preliminary Subdivision
Plat Submittal

Dear James:
On behalf of PM Winter Park LLC, a Colorado limited liability company (“Applicant”),
I am pleased to submit this application (the “Application”) and supporting material, as required
under Chapter 8 of the Town Code of Winter Park, Colorado (the “Town Code”) to obtain
approval of the Preliminary Plat for the Subdivision.
The proposed subdivision is to be located on lands currently zoned in accordance with the
P-D (R-2) zone district. Through the subdivision process, Applicant proposes (i) subdividing the
existing Lot 99, Lakota Park Subdivision Exemption No. 6 recorded contemporaneously with
submittal of this Application (“Exemption No. 6”) to create fourteen (14) smaller lots by adding
new lot lines, (i) extending and realigning Tract 3 in order to create an extended roadway
providing access to eight (8) multifamily residential units located on the proposed Lots 99-G, 99I, 99-K and 99-M, which shall turn into a shared driveway (i.e. Tract 3A) for the use of two (2)
multifamily residential units located on the proposed Lots 99-I and 99-K, (iii) vacating a portion
of the existing utility easement recorded at Reception No. 2007011752 in the Grand County,
Colorado public records, and (iv) creating new easements for retaining wall improvements
within Tract D Open Space. The resulting lots would be available for either multifamily
residential use or single family residential use.
To assist you and the Town’s Planning Department with your review of this Application,
we have arranged the attached material as follows:
A. Attached to this application, as Exhibit A is a copy of the proposed preliminary plat of the
Subdivision (the “Preliminary Plat”). The Preliminary Plat has been prepared in
accordance with the provisions of Section 8-2-3A of the Town Code regarding conformity to
actual development plans, scale, size, and vicinity map.
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Mr. James Shockey
April 28, 2020
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B. The following are our responses to each of the requirements of Section 8-2-3B of the Town
Code (which appear in italics):
1. Proposed name of the subdivision.
The proposed name of the subdivision is “The Reserve at Lakota Park Subdivision.”
2. Location of the Subdivision as part of some larger subdivision or tract of land and
by reference to permanent survey monuments with a tie to a section corner or a
quarter-section corner, or a sixteenth-section corner.
This information is depicted on the Preliminary Plat.
3. Names and addresses of the subdivider, the engineer or designer of the
subdivision, and land surveyor (who shall be licensed by the Colorado state
board of examiners for engineers and land surveyors).
This information with respect to the surveyor is depicted on the Preliminary Plat. The
address for Wohnrade Civil Engineers, Inc. (engineer) is 11582 Colony Row,
Broomfield, Colorado 80021. The address for BHH Partners (designer) is 160 E.
Adams Ave., Breckenridge, Colorado 80424.
4. Total acreage of the subdivision and tabulation of acreage in parks, parking,
snow storage, open areas, commercial land, residential lots, single- and multifamily lots and all other uses of the land with their respective percentages of the
total area.
This information is depicted on the Preliminary Plat.
5. Date of preparation, scale, and north sign (designated as true north).
This information is depicted on the Preliminary Plat.
6. Topographic map shall be based on USGS datum, USGS bench mark locations
and elevations provided by the town. Contour intervals shall be two feet (2’).
Note: The same interval is to be used throughout the subdivision and must be
clearly indicated on the plat. There shall be at least two (2) bench marks on the
site which shall not be disturbed during construction. Location, description and
elevation of said bench marks shall appear on the plat (maximum error allowed
in setting or establishing bench marks is: plus one-tenth [+1/10] distance in
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Mr. James Shockey
April 28, 2020
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miles). Subdivision or tract of land shall be tied to a section corner, quartersection corner or sixteenth-section corner.
This information is shown on the Preliminary Plat and the civil engineering plans
prepared by Wohnrade Civil Engineers, Inc. dated April 24, 2020, consisting of 15
pages labeled as Sheets 1-15, attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit B
(the “Engineering Documents”).
7. A storm drainage plan shall be prepared in accordance with the storm drainage
provisions of the design standards. Designation of areas subject to periodic
flooding and the volume of water during such floods and drainage conditions on
the tract; location and extent of watercourses; low areas subject to inundation;
perpetual drainage easements; percentage of total site to be devoted to
impervious cover; and the percentage of total site that has a slope of thirty
percent (30%) or greater.
This requirement is not applicable per staff. However, in support of its Application,
Applicant submits the Engineering Documents, which depict (i) site grading, (ii) road
and drive slopes, (iii) curb, gutter and valley pans, and(iv) other proposed surface
drainage features necessary to handle site drainage, seasonal runoff and storm water.
8. Other conditions or features on the tract; natural hazards such as steep slopes,
unstable conditions, avalanche areas; rock or landslides, highly erosive soils or
other geological hazards; rock outcrops, wooded areas, isolated preservable
trees; existing buildings and other significant features.
This information is contained in the Engineering Documents and in the geotechnical
engineering report dated May 10, 2019 prepared by Kumar & Associates, Inc.,
attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit C (the “Geotechnical Report”).
9. Evidence to establish that, if a public sewage disposal system is proposed,
provision has been made for such system, and if other method or methods of
sewage disposal are proposed, evidence that such systems will comply with state
and local laws and regulations which are in effect at the time of submission of the
preliminary plat or final plat; where septic tanks and drain fields are used,
percolation tests will be taken on every lot; these tests will be submitted to the
Colorado state health department prior to submitting for preliminary approval.
This information is contained in the Engineering Documents.
10. The names of abutting subdivisions and the names and addresses of the owners of
abutting property, including recording date and number, zoning on and adjacent
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Mr. James Shockey
April 28, 2020
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to the subdivision. Location and principal dimensions for all existing streets
(including name), easements, watercourses, and other conditions on adjacent
land: for the first two hundred feet (200’) from the subdivision boundary,
approximate direction and quadrant of ground slope, including any embankments
or retaining walls; location and character of nearby land uses and buildings.
A list of names and addresses of abutting property owners is attached hereto as
Exhibit D. All other information as required by this Code section is depicted on the
Preliminary Plat and in the Engineering Documents.
11. Location and principal dimensions for all proposed streets (including names),
easements, lot lines, and area to be reserved or dedicated for parks, bike paths,
footpaths, or other public use.
This information is depicted on the Preliminary Plat.
12. Utilities on and adjacent to the tract; the location, size, and invert elevations of
sanitary sewers, storm drainage facilities, and water mains; the location of gas
lines, electric and telephone lines, fire hydrants, and streetlights. If water main,
sanitary sewer, or drainage facilities are not on or adjacent to the tract, the
survey may indicate the direction and distance to, and the size and invert
elevation of, the nearest extensions of such utilities.
This information is contained in the Engineering Documents.
13. Proposed sites, if any, for multiple-family residential use, business areas,
industrial areas, churches, schools, parks and other public uses.
This information, as applicable, is depicted on the Preliminary Plat and on the
architectural plans dated April 27, 2020 prepared by BHH Partners, attached hereto as
Exhibit E (the “Architectural Plans”).
14. Site data, including the number of residential lots and typical lot sizes.
This information is depicted on the Preliminary Plat.
15. Proof of availability of adequate water supply to service the proposed
development. If individual water supplies are to be used, a registered geologist’s
report confirming the adequacy of the supply and stating the expected aquifer
depths shall be furnished, such report to be sufficiently comprehensive as to be
appropriate for all lots in the subdivision.
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A “Will-Serve” letter dated April 23, 2020 Town issued by the Winter Park Water &
Sanitation District contains this information and is attached hereto as Exhibit F (the
“Will-Serve Letter”).
16. Such additional information as may be required by the planning and zoning
commission in order to adequately review the preliminary plat.
Applicant will promptly respond to any requests from the planning and zoning
commission for additional information.
17. Application form for zoning the area to be subdivided or an application form for
rezoning when so required. (Ord. 59, Series of 1981)
This requirement is not applicable, as no zoning or rezoning is contemplated by this
Application. The property depicted on the Preliminary Plat is subject to and in
conformity with the terms of that certain Lakota Final Development Plan Application
dated September 1, 1998 and approved by the Town of Winter Park by Ordinance No.
277, Series of 1998 recorded September 21, 1998 at Reception No. 98010148, and as
amended by Ordinance No. 287, Series of 1999 recorded May 17, 1999 at Reception
No. 99005411, and as amended by Ordinance No. 289, Series of 1999 recorded
June 7, 1999 at Reception No. 99006078, and as amended by Ordinance No. 356,
Series of 2005 recorded September 9, 2005 at Reception No. 2005009857
(collectively, and as the same may hereafter be further amended, the “Lakota
Ordinance”).
18. A draft copy of any proposed restrictive covenants for the subdivision, and a draft
copy of proposed articles of incorporation and any bylaws of any homeowners’
association. This information could be submitted along with final plat. (Ord. 97,
Series of 1983)
This requirement is not applicable per staff. However, for your reference, the
property depicted on the Preliminary Plat is subject to that certain Declaration of
Protective Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for Lakota East recorded October
10, 2007, at Reception No. 2007011751 in the Grand County public records, as
amended (the “Declaration”), a copy of which is provided in the title commitment
attached hereto as Exhibit G (the “Title Commitment”). The Declaration is
administered by the Lakota East Owners Association whose managing agent is Robin
Wirsing, c/o Allegiant Management, P.O. Box 66, Winter Park, Colorado 80482, 970726-8822, ext. 218.
19. Total number of square feet of proposed nonresidential floor space.
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This requirement is not applicable, as Applicant is not developing any nonresidential
floor space.
20. Total number of proposed off-street parking spaces.
There are a sufficient number of off-street parking spaces for the proposed
subdivision. This information is described in plat note no. 15 on the Preliminary Plat.
21. Estimated total number of gallons per day of water system requirements where a
distribution system is proposed.
The proposed number of ESFUs for the Subdivision is 40.2, which figure was
calculated pursuant to the Winter Park Water and Sanitation District’s formulas. The
estimated number of gallons per day of water system requirements is 14,070 gallons
(calculation: 40.2 total ESFUs x 350 gallons per ESFU = 14,070 gallons per day).
22. Estimated total number of gallons per day of sewage to be treated where a central
sewage treatment facility is proposed, or sewage disposal means and suitability
where no central sewage treatment facility is proposed. (Ord. 59, Series of 1981)
The proposed number of ESFUs for the Subdivision is 40.2, which figure was
calculated pursuant to the Winter Park Water and Sanitation District’s formulas. The
estimated number of gallons per day of sewage to be treated is 14,070 gallons
(calculation: 40.2 ESFUs x 350 gallons per ESFU = 14,070 gallons per day).
23. Estimated construction costs and proposed method of financing of streets and
related facilities, water distribution systems, sewage collection systems, storm
drainage facilities and such other public improvements and utilities as may be
required of the developer by the town. This information would be accepted along
with final plat if the applicant does not desire to begin development pursuant to
subsection 8-1-2E. (Ord. 97, Series of 1983)
This information is attached to this Application as Exhibit H (the “Construction
Estimate”). Applicant will execute and provide financial assurances for the Town
using its standard form Development Improvements Agreement and the selected
estimate in connection with obtaining preliminary plat approval in accordance with
Section 8-1-2E of the Town Code. A copy of the proposed Development
Improvements Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit I.
24. Adequate evidence that a water supply that is sufficient in terms of quality,
quantity, and dependability will be available to ensure an adequate supply of
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water for the type of subdivision proposed. Such evidence may include but shall
not be limited to:
a. Evidence of ownership or right of acquisition or use of existing and
proposed water rights.
b. Historic use and estimated yield of claimed water rights.
c. Amendability of existing rights to a change in use.
d. Evidence that public or private water owners can and will supply water to
the proposed subdivision stating the amount of water available for use
within the subdivision and the feasibility of extending service to that area.
e. Evidence concerning the potability of the proposed water supply for the
subdivision. (Ord. 59, Series of 1981)
The Will-Serve Letter is adequate evidence satisfying the requirements of subsection
24(d) above.
25. Maps and tables concerning suitability of types of soil in the proposed subdivision
in accordance with the national cooperative soil survey.
This information is contained in the Geotechnical Report.
26. Detailed plans for cut and fill operations in mountainside subdivision, including
slope ratios, methods of compaction, proposed retaining walls and other
information deemed necessary by the planning and zoning commission to make a
determination as to the acceptability of such operations. This information would
be accepted along with the final plat if the applicant does not desire to begin
development pursuant to subsection 8-1-2E of this title. (Ord. 97, Series of 1983)
This information is included in the Engineering Documents. In addition, the areas
where retaining walls exist and are permitted to be located on Tract D Open Space are
described on the Preliminary Plat and shown on the Architectural Plans.
27. Erosion control plan, including proposed erosion control structures to mitigate
erosion and related water quality impacts resulting from the proposed project.
The erosion control plan shall be required for all subdivisions involving five (5)
acres or more. (Ord. 59, Series of 1981)
This information is included in the Engineering Documents. In addition, the areas
where retaining walls exist and are permitted to be located on Tract D Open Space are
described on the Preliminary Plat and shown on the Architectural Plans.
28. Revegetation plan, indicating revegetation landscape measures for all disturbed
areas. The plan must show the area in which all trees are located, based on a
{00491850 / 3 }
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survey or aerial photograph; trees intended to be removed; amount and kinds of
trees, shrubs and grasses to be used for revegetation and landscaping and the
cost to the developer for implementing the plan. The plan shall be considered a
public improvement to be guaranteed by a letter of credit and a subdivision
improvement agreement. (Ord. 97, Series of 1983)
This information is included in the Engineering Documents and further detailed on
the lot-specific landscape plans that either have been, or will be submitted at the time
of building permit application. No additional revegetation, other than lot-specific
landscaping is anticipated at this time.
29. Evidence that the developer has submitted the information sought to determine
what impact the proposed development will have on the surrounding community,
or has proposed to donate a sum of money pursuant to Colorado Revised Statutes
section 29-20-106. (Ord. 77, Series of 1982)
The proposed development is in conformity with the Lakota Ordinance, which
previously required mitigation for all impacts associated with all future development
authorized by the Lakota Ordinance, and those mitigation requirements applicable to
this Application have previously been satisfied.
Applicant hereby submits this Application together with the supplemental materials referenced
herein. Payment of application fees due in the amount of Six Hundred and Forty Dollars
($640.00), being the sum of the $500.00 preliminary plat processing fee plus a $10.00 per lot
review fee as outlined in section 1-8-2 of the Town Code, will be delivered under separate cover.
Attached to this application as Exhibit J, as outlined in section 8-2-3-C2, is a Letter of Evidence
from Applicant’s legal counsel, Johnson & Repucci LLP, with statements made on behalf of
Applicant (i.e. the developer) confirming that this Subdivision meets all requirements of the
Town subdivision regulations. Certification confirming that this Subdivision meets all
requirements of the Town subdivision regulations is made by the engineer, Wohnrade Civil
Engineers, Inc., on the face of the Engineering Documents, and by the land planner, BHH
Partners, on the face of the Preliminary Plat.
With respect to the required Traffic Impact Study, the proposed development is in conformity
with the Lakota Ordinance, which previously included approval of a traffic study that satisfied
all traffic impacts for the full build out of Lakota in accordance with the Lakota Ordinance. With
respect to the required Phase II Drainage Report, this was completed in connection with approval
of the Lakota Ordinance and is on file with the Town. Other required materials such as the
completed Land Use Review Application form, Certification of Notification of Mineral Estate
Owner, and Referral Agency Checklist are attached separately.
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Thank you in advance for your time and consideration put forth to review this application and its
attachments. If possible, I would like to coordinate with you the public hearing dates to consider
approval of this application at your convenience. Please do not hesitate to contact me directly if
you have any questions or require any additional information.

Very truly yours,

Michael J. Repucci

MJR
Attachments

cc:

PM Winter Park LLC
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TOWN OF WINTER PARK
P.O. Box 3327 • 50 Vasquez Road • Winter Park, CO 80482
Phone: 970-726-8081 • Fax: 970-726-8084
Website: www.winterparkgov.com
LAND USE REVIEW APPLICATION FORM
PROJECT INFORMATION
Project Name: Reserve at Lakota Park Subdivision

Date:

April 28, 2020
Street Address (or general location if not addressed): Lakota Park Subdivision
Schedule Number(s) or Parcel Number(s): PINs: 170511206019, 170511206021,and 170511206020
Site Area (in square feet or acres): 3.828 acres
Existing Zoning: P-D (R-2)
Existing Land Use: Vacant land
Legal Description: See attached title commitment.
OWNER / APPLICANT
Name: Matthew Schlaepfer
Phone: 303-931-0780
Company: PM Winter Park LLC
Fax:
Mailing Address: 5490 Nuthatch Road, Parker, CO 80134
Email: matt.schlaepfer@gcgfinancial.com
CONTACT PERSON
Name:
Phone: 303-546-5617
Michael J. Repucci
Company: Johnson & Repucci LLP
Fax: 303-442-0191
Mailing Address: 850 S. Boulder Road, Suite 100
Email: mjrepucci@j-rlaw.com

Louisville, Colorado 80027
TYPE OF APPLICATION (check all that apply)
Fee
Subdivision
Other Development

9
X

14

Fee

9
Sketch Plan
Preliminary Plat
Final Plat
Amended Final Plat
As Built Plat

*Number of Lots:
TOTAL FEES:
Minor Subdivision

$250.00
$500.00*
$750.00*
$375.00*
$250.00

$

Zoning Variance
Special Use Permit
Rezoning Request
Subdivision Exemption
Amended Exemption
Annexation

14 x $10.00
640.00
Fee

9

*Number of Lots:
TOTAL FEES:
Planned Development

$250.00
$150.00
$350.00
$300.00
$150.00
$500.00*
x $10.00
$
Fee

9
Final Plat
Amended Minor Sub.

$400.00*
$250.00

Preapplication Conference

No Fee
$1,000.00**
$1,000.00**
$500.00**

Preliminary Development Plan

Final Development Plan
Amended Final Plan
*Number of Lots:
TOTAL FEES:

x $10.00
$

* In addition to the base fee, an additional $10.00 per unit or lot

**Number of Lots:
TOTAL FEES:

x $2.00
$

** In addition to the base fee, an additional $2.00 per unit or lot

In addition to the base fees the applicant is required to pay the cost of any legal notices and adjoining property owner certified mailings. The
applicant may also be subject to reimbursement fees as outlined within Section 7-10-8 of the Town Code.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

See attachment.

AFFIDAVIT
Michael J. Repucci
X
I, ______________________________
being duly sworn, declare that I am (please check one) ______
the
authorized representative to act for the property owner, _______ the owner of the property involved in this
application and that the foregoing statements and answers herein contained and the information herewith
submitted are in all respects true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. By signing this application, I
have read and agree to the reimbursement fees that may be charged for review of this project as outlined in
Section 7-10-8 of the Town Code. At a minimum, this project will require consultants for engineering review and
legal review and this shall serve as the written notice required by Section 7-10-8 of the Town Code for these two
consultants.

__________________________________
Signature of Owner
__________________________________
Signature of Representative

__________________________
Date
April 27, 2020
__________________________
Date

Acceptance of this application and required filing fee does not constitute a complete application. Plans and other
material required to constitute a complete application are listed in the application procedure.
STAFF USE ONLY (do not write below this line)
Application Received By:
Case #
Total Fees: $
Additional Comments:

Date / Time:
Date Paid:
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PRELIMINARY PLAT
THE RESERVE AT LAKOTA PARK SUBDIVISION
TRACT S4

BEING A REPLAT OF LOT 99 AND TRACTS 3, 3A & D
OF LAKOTA PARK SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION NO. 6, RECEPTION NO. 2020003111
SECTION 11, TOWNSHIP 2 SOUTH, RANGE 75 WEST, OF THE 6TH P.M.
LOT 29
TOWN OF
WINTER PARK, COUNTY OF GRAND, STATE OF COLORADO
OWNERSHIP VESTED AT RECEPTION NO. 2014003956
LOT 28

LOT 98

TRACT B
OPEN SPACE
RECEPTION #2007011752

TRACT B
OPEN SPACE

LAKOTA PARK
DRIVE
(35' R.O.W.)
A.K.A. TRACT 2

I

LOT 27

LOT 26

LOT 25

TRACT D

OPEN SPACE

(14) MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL LOTS:

LOT 105
OPEN SPACE:

ROADWAY TRACTS :

TRACT D

OPEN SPACE
SNOW STORAGE:

TRACT S3

U.S.F.S. ROAD 149G
33' R.O.W. RESERVED
REC #98004457

PARKING:

LOT 106

TRACT S2
ARROW TRAIL
60' R.O.W.
T.O.W.P.
REC #2007011752

TRACT S1

Date:
By:
Revisions:
No.

DEVELOPER/APPLICANT
PMWP Development Co.
5490 Nuthatch Road
Parker, CO 80134

PLANNERS/ARCHITECTS
BHH Partners
Breckenridge, Colorado
(970) 453-6880

CIVIL ENGINEER
Wohnrade Civil Engineers, Inc.
11582 Colony Row
Broomfield, Colorado 80021
(720) 259-0965

GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEER
Kumar & Associates, Inc.
2390 South Lipan Street
Denver, Colorado 80223
(303) 742-9700

LAND SURVEYOR

Comcast----------------------------------------------------Centurylink------------------------------------------------Xcel Gas----------------------------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER
(800) 934-6489
(866) 642-0444
(800) 895-4449

Note:
This list is provided as a courtesy reference only. Wohnrade Civil Engineers assumes no responsibility
for the accuracy or completeness of this list. In no way shall this list relinquish the Contractor's
responsibility for locating all utilities prior to commencing any construction activity. Please contact the
Utility Notification Center of Colorado (UNCC) for additional information.

11582 Colony Row
Broomfield, Colorado 80021
Phone: (720)259-0965
Fax: (720)259-1519

UTILITY COMPANY

PROJECT
LOCATION

WOHNRADE CIVIL ENGINEERS, INC.

Tim Shenk Land Surveying, Inc.
P.O. Box 1670
Granby, Colorado 80446
(970) 887-1046

TOWN OF WINTER PARK

50 Vasquez Road
Winter Park, Colorado 80482
(970) 726-8081
Keith Riesberg, Town Manager

Project:

LAK: 1923.00

WINTER PARK WATER & SANITATION DISTRICT

1450 Winter Park Drive
Winter Park, Colorado 80482
(970) 726-5041
Kent Bosshard, District Manager
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Net
Cut Factor Fill Factor2d Area
Cut
Fill
NORTHWOODS BLDG 1
1.00
1.00
3200.95 Sq. Ft. 491.49 Cu. Yd. 182.77 Cu. Yd. 308.72 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
NORTHWOODS BLDG 2
1.00
1.00
3200.95 Sq. Ft. 484.03 Cu. Yd. 187.64 Cu. Yd. 296.39 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
NORTHWOODS BLDG 3
1.00
1.00
3200.95 Sq. Ft. 456.22 Cu. Yd. 194.93 Cu. Yd. 261.29 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
NORTHWOODS BLDG 4
1.00
1.00
3200.95 Sq. Ft. 485.29 Cu. Yd. 124.31 Cu. Yd. 360.99 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
NORTHWOODS BLDG 5
1.00
1.00
3662.65 Sq. Ft. 2121.72 Cu. Yd. 0.00 Cu. Yd.
2121.72 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
NORTHWOODS BLDG 6
1.00
1.00
3655.07 Sq. Ft. 2226.59 Cu. Yd. 0.00 Cu. Yd.
2226.59 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
NORTHWOODS BLDG 7
1.00
1.00
3655.07 Sq. Ft. 2261.28 Cu. Yd. 0.00 Cu. Yd.
2261.28 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
NORTHWOODS BLDG 8
1.00
1.00
3655.07 Sq. Ft. 2090.02 Cu. Yd. 0.00 Cu. Yd.
2090.02 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
NORTHWOODS LOT GRADING-DOWNSLOPE
1.00
1.00
31831.94 Sq. Ft. 1475.33 Cu. Yd. 282.39 Cu. Yd. 1192.94 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
NORTHWOODS LOT GRADING-UPSLOPE1.00
1.00
23610.87 Sq. Ft. 3048.83 Cu. Yd. 26.92 Cu. Yd. 3021.91 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 1
1.00
1.00
3008.87 Sq. Ft. 318.22 Cu. Yd. 44.07 Cu. Yd. 274.15 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 2
1.00
1.00
3009.04 Sq. Ft. 161.56 Cu. Yd. 177.70 Cu. Yd. 16.13 Cu. Yd.<Fill>
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 3
1.00
1.00
3009.04 Sq. Ft. 202.57 Cu. Yd. 138.60 Cu. Yd. 63.97 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 4
1.00
1.00
3009.04 Sq. Ft. 292.78 Cu. Yd. 115.75 Cu. Yd. 177.02 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 5
1.00
1.00
3009.04 Sq. Ft. 473.70 Cu. Yd. 114.42 Cu. Yd. 359.28 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 6
1.00
1.00
2178.00 Sq. Ft. 1241.21 Cu. Yd. 0.00 Cu. Yd.
1241.21 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 7
1.00
1.00
2178.00 Sq. Ft. 1203.28 Cu. Yd. 0.13 Cu. Yd.
1203.15 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 8
1.00
1.00
2178.00 Sq. Ft. 780.45 Cu. Yd. 1.93 Cu. Yd.
778.53 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 9
1.00
1.00
3009.04 Sq. Ft. 0.04 Cu. Yd.
974.59 Cu. Yd. 974.55 Cu. Yd.<Fill>
1.00
1.00
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 10
3009.04 Sq. Ft. 2.35 Cu. Yd.
823.68 Cu. Yd. 821.33 Cu. Yd.<Fill>
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 11
1.00
1.00
3009.04 Sq. Ft. 34.69 Cu. Yd. 478.59 Cu. Yd. 443.90 Cu. Yd.<Fill>
1.00
1.00
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 12
3179.99 Sq. Ft. 239.94 Cu. Yd. 201.24 Cu. Yd. 38.69 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
RESERVE LOT GRADING-BLDGS 1-2 1.00
1.00
12531.09 Sq. Ft. 218.36 Cu. Yd. 758.45 Cu. Yd. 540.09 Cu. Yd.<Fill>
RESERVE LOT GRADING-BLDGS 3-8 1.00
1.00
43561.04 Sq. Ft. 3228.88 Cu. Yd. 1424.91 Cu. Yd. 1803.97 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
RESERVE LOT GRADING-BLDGS 9-121.00
1.00
24574.59 Sq. Ft. 317.18 Cu. Yd. 1095.11 Cu. Yd. 777.94 Cu. Yd.<Fill>
197327.30 Sq. Ft. 23856.02 Cu. Yd.7348.14 Cu. Yd. 16507.87 Cu. Yd.<Cut>

WOHNRADE CIVIL ENGINEERS, INC.
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11582 Colony Row
Broomfield, Colorado 80021
Phone: (720)259-0965
Fax: (720)259-1519

WOHNRADE CIVIL ENGINEERS, INC.

TOPSOIL LAYER AND SEED AND MULCH
AS REQUIRED BY PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS

FINISHED GRADE
DESIGN RIPRAP GRADE

SOIL RIPRAP.
MIX SOIL AND RIPRAP
COMPLETELY (SEE NOTES)

4" - 6" (TYP.)
2*D50

SLOPE VARIES (SEE PLANS)

PREPARE COMPACTED
SUBGRADE PER SPECIFICATIONS
OR PLACE ON UNDISTURBED SUGRADE

TYPICAL SECTION SOIL RIPRAP WITH MUCLH
REF: URBAN DRAINAGE AND FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT

3" min

Use 2x4
material
for stakes

VALLEY PAN DETAILS

STORM SEWER CLEANOUT

12" min

ONE-INCH THICK
WOOD STAKE DETAIL

STAKE BLANKET TO
GROUND BETWEEN STONES
TOPSOIL LAYER AND SEED AND MULCH
AS REQUIRED BY PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS

EROSION CONTROL BLANAKET
AS SPECIFIED OR CALLED FOR
ON THE PLANS

FINISHED GRADE

10" MIN.

DESIGN RIPRAP GRADE
SOIL RIPRAP.
MIX SOIL AND RIPRAP
COMPLETELY (SEE NOTES)

4" - 6" (TYP.)
2*D50

SLOPE VARIES (SEE PLANS)

PREPARE COMPACTED
SUBGRADE PER SPECIFICATIONS
OR PLACE ON UNDISTURBED SUGRADE

TYPICAL SECTION SOIL RIPRAP WITH EROSION CONTROL FABRIC

RETAINING WALL VALLEY PAN DETAIL
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STILLING BASIN / RIP RAP OUTLET PROTECTION DETAIL
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WOHNRADE CIVIL ENGINEERS, INC.

ESTIMATED COSTS FOR RESERVE WAY INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS
PMWP DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT: General Development
ADDRESS: Reserve Way
Winter Park, CO 80482

Date:

Description

4/21/20

Est. Qty

Unit

1
1
1

LS
LS
LS

$
$
$

5,258.00
6,900.00
4,900.00

$
$
$

5,258.00
6,900.00
4,900.00

20,000
1
1
1
277
177
46
1
5,600
5,283
473
830
5,283
1,892
10
262
108
1
1
1
12
221
3
12
1
1032

SF
LS
LS
LS
LF
LF
LF
EA
LS
SF
LF
SF
SF
SF
EA
LF
LF
EA
EA
LS
EA
LF
EA
EA
LS
SF

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.20
3,100.00
4,190.00
5,800.00
38.00
38.00
30.00
900.00
10.50
1.75
9.50
8.00
6.00
8.50
350.00
114.68
114.44
2,700.00
8,875.00
1,101.00
3,300.00
80.00
5,400.00
2,250.00
1,342.00
38.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4,000.00
3,100.00
4,190.00
5,800.00
10,526.00
6,726.00
1,380.00
900.00
58,800.00
9,245.25
4,493.50
6,640.00
31,698.00
16,082.00
3,500.00
30,047.00
12,359.00
2,700.00
8,875.00
1,101.00
39,600.00
17,680.00
16,200.00
27,000.00
1,342.00
39,216.00

36 Relocate Mountain Parks Electric Primary Power - includes allowance for
possible up-size of transformers

1

LS

$

25,000.00

$

25,000.00

37 Relocation of Phone Pedestals
38 Extension of Xcel Natural Gas Main - includes approximately 100 LF of
1.25" main

1
1

LS
LS

$
$

4,500.00
5,000.00

$
$

4,500.00
5,000.00

40 General Conditions, Overhead & Fee - 12%

1

LS

2
3
4

Construction Surveying
Mobilizations (dirt, site concrete, and asphalt)
Erosion Control - including perimeter protection, inlet protection, vehicle
tracking pad

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
21
22
23
24
26
25
27
28
30
31
32
34
35

Seeding and Mulching Disturbed Areas. (Allowance)
Site Clean-up, Road Maintenance
Demo of Reserve Way - asphalt, concrete pans and pump house
Clear and Grub Site - includes scraping and stock piling topsoil
Demo Existing Waterline and Haul-off
Demo Existing Sewer Line and Haul-off
Demo Existing Water Services
Demo Existing Manhole
Overlot Cut & Fill
Grade & Prep for Asphalt with 8" Road Base
Grade & Prep for Concrete Pan with 8" Road Base
4" Asphalt Patch
4" Asphalt Paving
Concrete Pan - 4' wide, 6" thick
Raise Manhole and Valves in Asphalt
8" Water Main, Valves and Accessories
6" Water Main, Valves and Accessories
Relocate Existing Fire Hydrant
Add Fire Hydrant
Water Infrastructure Testing
Install WaterServices From Tap to Curb Stop
8" Sanitary Sewer Main
Install Manholes - approximate depth of 13'
4" Sanitary Sewer Service
Sewer Infrastructure Testing
Install Retaining Walls - behind building 6 and 7 (assuming 4' tall stepped
boulder walls to accommodate 8' tall retainage)

Unit Cost

Total

$

49,771.05

TOTAL COST FOR CIVIL WORKS & INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS $

464,529.80
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Michael J. Repucci
mjrepucci@j-rlaw.com
Direct Dial: (303) 546-5617

April 27, 2020
Via Email (jshockey@wpgov.com)
Mr. James Shockey
Community Development Director
Town of Winter Park
50 Vasquez Road
Winter Park, Colorado 80482
Re:

The Reserve at Lakota Park Subdivision (the “Subdivision”); Preliminary Subdivision
Plat Submittal – Attorney Letter of Evidence

Dear James:
In accordance with Section 8-2-3(C)(2) of the Town Code for the Town of Winter Park,
this letter certifies that to the best of our knowledge, the preliminary plat submittal, as reviewed,
meets all requirements of the Town of Winter Park subdivision regulations. This certification is
made on behalf of PM Winter Park LLC, the developer/Applicant with respect to the
Subdivision, as its legal counsel.
Very truly yours,

Michael J. Repucci
MJR
cc:

PM Winter Park LLC

{00492085 / 1 }

COLORADO GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
1801 Moly Road
Golden, Colorado 80401

June 10, 2020
Karen Berry
State Geologist

Hugh Bell
Winter Park Community Development
hbell@wpgov.com
Subject:

Location:
S NW Section 11,
T2S, R75W of the 6th P.M.
39.8927, -105.7567

Reserve Way (Lakota) – Preliminary Plat
Town of Winter Park, Grand County, CO; CGS Unique No. GR-20-0004

Dear Mr. Bell:
Colorado Geological Survey has reviewed the Reserve Way preliminary plat referral. I understand the applicant
proposes 14 SF and duplex residential lots along Reserve Way in Lakota. The available referral documents
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Geotechnical Engineering Study, Building 1, Lot 107, Lakota Reserve, Reserve Way, Lakota Park
Subdivision (Kumar & Associates, Inc. Project No. 19-6-117.01, May 10, 2019),
Geotechnical Engineering Study, Building 2, Lot 107, Lakota Reserve, Reserve Way, Lakota Park
Subdivision (Kumar & Associates, Inc. Project No. 19-6-117.02, July 11, 2019),
Geotechnical Engineering Study, Building 3, Lakota Reserve, Reserve Way, Lakota Park Subdivision
(Kumar & Associates, Inc. Project No. 19-6-117.03, January 20, 2020),
Geotechnical Engineering Study, Building 4, Lakota Reserve, Reserve Way, Lakota Park Subdivision
(Kumar & Associates, Inc. Project No. 19-6-117.04, April 1, 2020),
Geotechnical Engineering Study, Building 5, Lakota Reserve, Reserve Way, Lakota Park Subdivision
(Kumar & Associates, Inc. Project No. 19-6-117.05, February 11, 2020),
Geotechnical Engineering Study, Proposed Duplex Building, Building 6, Lakota Reserve, Reserve Way,
Lakota Park Subdivision (Kumar & Associates, Inc. Project No. 19-6-117.06, April 7, 2020),
Set of 15 Final Construction Plans for Lakota Reserve and Northwoods at Lakota (Wohnrade Civil
Engineers, Inc., April 24, 2020),
Set of two final plat sheets, The Reserve at Lakota Park Subdivision (Tim Shenk Land Surveying Inc.,
April 24, 2020), and
other documents.

CGS reviewed the currently proposed Reserve Way area as part of the Lakota Park Replat A preliminary plat;
comments were provided in a letter dated June 1, 2015 (attached to our 6/10/2020 Northwoods Place review letter),
and involved local and global slope stability, retaining wall, and subsurface drainage concerns.
We recognize that the proposed development may address some of the existing retaining wall problems, but
the overall slope stability concerns discussed in previous reviews have not been addressed.
•

Kumar’s geotechnical reports do not include any stability analysis for the proposed grading. Kumar
recommends (pages 11 and 12 of their geotechnical reports), “Permanent unretained cuts in the overburden
soils should be constructed at a 3 horizontal to 1 vertical (3:1) or flatter inclination.” The grading plans
show constructed slopes of up to 47.33%, which is steeper than recommended.
GR-20-0004_1 Reserve Way Lakota Preliminary Plat.docx
1:56 PM, 06/10/2020
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Hugh Bell
June 10, 2020
Page 2 of 3
Kumar’s geotechnical investigations and recommendations are valid for design of buildings and retaining walls,
but do not address fundamental concerns regarding stability and feasibility of the proposed development.
CGS continues to recommend that the town require, prior to Reserve Way at Lakota plat approval, a detailed
geologic reconnaissance and subsurface exploration to identify areas of potential instability, characterize slope
stability conditions, and provide site-specific information and engineering parameters for repairing/reconstructing
retaining walls, and stabilizing slopes to ensure long-term stability and minimize erosion. This effort should
include:
1.

A detailed geologic reconnaissance, including field mapping, of all existing and planned constructed slopes
and retaining walls, to identify and map potential hazards including shallow slumps or soil creep features,
tension fractures indicating incipient slope failure, seeps, drainage issues and other erosion features that
could indicate or contribute to slope instability. The field reconnaissance must be performed while there is
no snow on the ground and surface features are visible.

2.

A topographic survey extending to the property boundaries and sufficiently beyond to develop cross sections for
use in global stability analyses and to provide topographic information about apparent and suspected slide
features.

3.

A subsurface investigation to identify potential failure planes within the surficial deposits and bedrock mass.
Borings should be completed as piezometers for monitoring groundwater conditions. The piezometers should be
monitored on a weekly basis during and shortly after the snowmelt period and immediately after any storms,
and on a less frequent basis thereafter. A qualified hydrogeologist should review the groundwater information to
determine post-storm groundwater levels (a post-storm water level at least four feet higher than the highest
measured groundwater level should be used in the stability analyses), estimate groundwater flows, and design
surface and subsurface drainage.

4.

Perform laboratory testing, including strength testing, for evaluating the shear strength and other engineering
properties of the overburden soils and underlying bedrock material. Based on observed conditions, there is no
basis for assuming that the overall slope below Forest Service Road 128, retaining walls, and constructed slopes
above existing and proposed roads are inherently stable.

5.

Perform local and global slope stability analyses, using site-specific, measured shear strength values and higherthan-observed water levels to reflect reasonable post-snowmelt and post-rainfall levels, to evaluate the stability
of the existing slopes, determine whether slope monitoring (e.g. inclinometers) is needed, and to evaluate
requirements for achieving and maintaining long-term slope stability with a factor of safety of at least 1.5.

6.

Slope stabilization, if needed, should be designed to satisfy a permanent global slope stability factor of safety of
at least 1.5. A qualified contractor specializing in the design and construction of slope stabilization should
design the stabilization system(s), which may include ground anchors, horizontal drains, and/or other
components. The geotechnical engineer should review the proposed stabilization system before implementation,
and a representative of the geotechnical engineer should observe the installation. Periodic inspection,
maintenance, and repairs of constructed slopes, retaining walls, and drainage components will be needed. The
party or parties (developer, Lakota HOA, or another entity) responsible for performing and paying for ongoing
inspection, maintenance and repairs of constructed slopes, retaining walls and subsurface drainage systems
within Lakota must be clearly identified.

These analyses should be required, provided to and reviewed by CGS prior to Reserve Way preliminary plat
approval and before the project is allowed to move forward in the planning process.

GR-20-0004_1 Reserve Way Lakota Preliminary Plat.docx
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Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this project. If you have questions or require further
review, please call me at (303) 384-2643, or e-mail carlson@mines.edu.
Sincerely,

Jill Carlson, C.E.G.
Engineering Geologist

GR-20-0004_1 Reserve Way Lakota Preliminary Plat.docx
1:56 PM, 06/10/2020

June 10, 2020

Mr. Hugh Bell
Planner | Community Development, Town of Winter Park
P.O. Box 3327
50 Vasquez Road
Winter Park, CO 80482
RE: Preliminary Subdivision Plat Submittal, The Reserve at Lakota Park Subdivision; Preliminary
Subdivision Plat Submittal, Northwoods at Lakota Park Subdivision
Dear Mr. Bell:
Denver Water is a referral agency on both the Reserve at Lakota Park and the Northwoods at Lakota
Park Subdivision Plat Submittals. After reviewing the material, Denver Water has no objection to the
Reserve at Lakota Park.
Denver Water does have concerns about the final grading and temporary excavations proposed for
the Northwoods at Lakota Park Subdivision. The proposed construction is below the slope supporting
USFS Road 128. Denver Water has a Right-of-Way along USFS Road 128 for its Ranch Creek
Canal.
The Grading and Erosion Plan, Sheet 8 of Exhibit B, shows final cut slopes behind Building 7 and 8
(Lots 7 through 10) ranging between 1.4H:1V to 1.1H:1V. Denver Water is concerned that these
final slopes are not stable long term. Exhibit C of the submittal contains the Geotechnical Engineering
Study which contains similar geotechnical studies for each separate building. Under the section
“Permanent Cut and Fill Slopes” all the reports state “Permanent unretained cuts in the overburden
soils should be constructed at a 3H:1V or flatter inclination.” Under the Proposed Construction
section, the reports also state “the finished grade on the sides of the residence are proposed to have
slopes lightly steeper than 2H:1V. A grade separation solution will be required at the sides of the
duplex to achieve a less steep grade for slope stability purposes.”
Buildings 7 and 8 are located at the toe of the slope supporting USFS Road 128, which contains both
a water supply aqueduct and a high-pressure gas line. Given the critical infrastructure supported by
this slope, and the potential for damages/loss of life from a slope failure, the permanent slope design
between the residences and the road should be designed to have a factor of safety of at least 1.5.
This analysis should be done by a professional engineer registered in the State of Colorado and
submitted to the Town of Winter Park as part of its permanent records for the development.
Denver Water’s other stability concern is for the temporary slope cuts. In the section entitled
Temporary Cut Slopes and Staged Construction, the reports in Exhibit C state “Temporary cut slopes
to install foundations are anticipated to be rather large to adequately lay back the excavation to a safe
orientation… If a 1.5H:1V temporary slope cut is maintained… it will result in about a 35 foot high cut
slope when laid back.” The report further notes “The temporary cut slope to install foundations could
potentially become a dangerous situation if not properly planned and laid back.”
Denver Water is currently mobilizing for a construction project along USFS 128 to place its existing
canal into an 84-inch diameter concrete pipe. The construction will be taking place directly above the
area where these temporary excavations are proposed. An improperly planned excavation cut could
cause a collapse of the road during construction. This could cause a loss of life as well as significant
property damage. There are ways to safely shore temporary excavations like these. The Town of
Winter Park must require that all temporary cuts into this slope be designed by a professional
engineer registered in the State of Colorado, and that the certification become part of the Town’s

permanent records. The Town should further require that the temporary cuts be periodically
monitored by a geotechnical professional since site conditions can change.
In closing, Denver Water has no objections to the Reserve at Lakota, but has concerns about the
short-term excavations and long-term stability of the slope behind the Northwoods development. In
particular, there is no indication that these are being designed. Given the potential for damages or
injury with a slope failure, the Town of Winter Park must verify the developer has performed proper
geotechnical design and submitted this information to the Town, where it can be requested by outside
parties.
Please contact me if you have any questions regarding this letter. I can be reached at 303-518-9833
or jessica.barbier@denverwater.org.
Sincerely,

Jessica Barbier, PE
Design Project ManagerFA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Frank Reeves
Hugh Bell
Re: Agency Review Comment Request - Northwoods Place preliminary plat
Friday, May 08, 2020 9:19:15 AM
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Hugh,
East Grand School District wants to make sure all Money in Lieu of Land agreements have
been paid or will be paid on both of these developments. Other than that we have no
comments.
Thanks,
Frank
On Wed, May 6, 2020 at 12:01 PM Hugh Bell <hbell@wpgov.com> wrote:
Reviewers –

Good morning. Johnson & Repucci LLP has submitted a preliminary plat application to the
Town of Winter Park for Northwoods Place at Lakota Park Subdivision. Please review the
attachments and provide comments as necessary; these are due on Wednesday, June 10.
Because the Planning Department is still working remotely, we are only sending documents
electronically. Please refer to the attached Referral Agency Checklist for the list of
documents relevant for your review.

The engineering plans (EX B) are too large for attachment and can be viewed here. Please
note that the Northwoods preliminary plat shares the same engineering document as the
Reserve. Feel free to email me with any questions.

Thank you,

Hugh Bell
Planner | Community Development
P.O. Box 3327
50 Vasquez Rd.
Winter Park, CO 80482
970.726.8081 x 218
hbell@wpgov.com

www.wpgov.com

-Frank Reeves
Superintendent
East Grand School District
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This communication is for the use of the intended recipient only. It may
contain information that is privileged and confidential. If you are not the
intended recipient of this communication, any disclosure, copying, further
distribution or use thereof is prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please advise me by return e-mail or by telephone and
delete/destroy it.
*******************************************************************************

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jean Johnston
Hugh Bell
RE: Agency Review Comment Request - Reserve Way preliminary plat
Friday, May 22, 2020 10:36:20 AM
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Hi Hugh,
This preliminary plat should be adequate for MPEI.
Thanks, Jean
Jean Johnston

Senior Staking Engineer/Right of
Way Specialist

JeanJ@mpei.com
970-887-7065

Mountain Parks Electric, Inc.

321 West Agate Ave • P.O. Box 170, Granby, CO 80446-0170 • 970.887.3378

We are owned by those we serve.

This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer.
Click here to take our quick online survey for chance to win a $100 bill credit!

From: Hugh Bell [mailto:hbell@wpgov.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 06, 2020 11:59 AM
To: Clapp, Kirk <Kirk.Clapp@centurylink.com>; jeromy.huntington@state.co.us; carlson@mines.edu; Newby, Andrew (Contractor) <Andy_Newby@comcast.com>;
jessica.barbier@denverwater.org; Dennis Soles <dsoles@eastgrandfire.com>; Adam Gosey <agosey@eastgrandfire.com>; frank.reeves@egsd.org;
dlindblom@co.grand.co.us; ataft@co.grand.co.us; mmcquain@co.grand.co.us; Jean Johnston <JeanJ@mpei.com>; Gerry Vernon <gvernon@wpgov.com>;
ckarsh@jvajva.com; Kevin E. Vecchiarelli <kvecchiarelli@jvajva.com>; matthew.r.montgomery@usace.army.mil; mlwilliams01@fs.fed.us; jmorrissey@fs.fed.us; Kent
Bosshard <kentb@wpwsd.com>; Jacoby, Kathleen E <Kathleen.Jacoby@XCELENERGY.COM>
Cc: James Shockey <jshockey@wpgov.com>
Subject: Agency Review Comment Request - Reserve Way preliminary plat
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of MPEI. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Reviewers –
Good morning. Johnson & Repucci LLP has submitted a preliminary plat application to the Town of Winter Park for Reserve Way at Lakota Park Subdivision. Please
review the attachments and provide comments as necessary; these are due on Wednesday, June 10. Because the Planning Department is still working remotely, we
are only sending documents electronically. Please refer to the attached Referral Agency Checklist for the list of documents relevant for your review.
The engineering plans (EX B) are too large for attachment and can be viewed here. Please note that the Reserve preliminary plat shares the same engineering
document as the Northwoods. Feel free to email me with any questions.
Thank you,
Hugh Bell
Planner | Community Development
P.O. Box 3327
50 Vasquez Rd.
Winter Park, CO 80482
970.726.8081 x 218
hbell@wpgov.com
www.wpgov.com

June 16, 2020
James Shockey
Community Development Director
Town of Winter Park
50 Vasquez Road
Winter Park, Colorado 80482
Via email: jshockey@wpgov.com
RE:

The Reserve at Lakota Park Subdivision Preliminary Plat Design Review
JVA Job #1566.110c

Dear James:
JVA Inc. has received Preliminary Plat submittal documents for The Reserve at Lakota Park
Subdivision. Documents reviewed by JVA Inc. include:
1. “Final Construction Plans for Lakota Reserve and Northwoods at Lakota” Produced by
Wohnrade Civil Engineers, Inc. (Construction Plans)
2. “Final Plat The Reserve at Lakota Park Subdivision” Produced by Tim Shenk Land
Surveying Inc. (Final Plat)
3. “Preliminary Plat Application Letter” Produced by Johnson & Repucci LLP. (Application
Letter)
We have reviewed the provided documents to assess general conformance to the Town of Winter
Park Standards and Specifications (Standards) and to provide recommendations where deviations
from the Standards are proposed. These documents were reviewed as a Preliminary Plat submittal
per the Standards.
Construction Plans
1. Please provide project acceptance letter from Winter Park Water and Sanitation District for
Final Plat submittal.
2. Please provide project acceptance letter from East Grand Fire Protection District #4 For Final
Plat submittal.
3. With any future submittal, please address comments provided by Colorado Geological
Survey in a letter, dated June 10th, 2020.
4. Please clarify what notes are being referred to by “Note 9” and “Note 10” on the Demolition
Plan.
5. In areas with multiple asphalt sawcuts for utility work please show replacement of the entire
width of existing roadways through the extents of the work to avoid several full-depth
patches with small sections of existing asphalt in between.
6. Ensure the ground surface surrounding the exterior of buildings is to drain away from the
foundation in all directions with a minimum slope of 12 inches in the first 10 feet per the
Geotechnical requirements.
7. Multiple areas are shown with slopes greater than 4H:1V on fill slopes and 3H:1V on cut
slopes please ensure maximum grades are consistent with geotechnical recommendations or
have the geotechnical engineer provide additional recommendations for slope stability.

The Reserve at Lakota Park Subdivision Preliminary Plat Design Review
06/16/2020
2 of 2

JVA Inc. recommends approval of these plans for the Preliminary Plat submittal. We look forward to
review of final construction documents and drainage report for future submittals. Please feel free to
contact us with any questions, comments or concerns. We can make ourselves available for a
meeting with the applicants to discuss these comments as needed.
Sincerely,
JVA, INCORPORATED

By:

____________________________________
Sam Redfield, P.E.
Senior Project Engineer

AECOM
6200 S. Quebec Street
Greenwood Village, CO 80111
www.aecom.com

303-694 2770
303 694 3946

tel
fax

Memorandum
\
To

Kent Bosshard, WPWSD Manager

Subject

Lakota Reserve and Northwoods at Lakota, June 2020

From

Bill Wemmert, 303-478-7343, bill.wemmert@aecom.com

Date

July 8, 2020

Page

1

On behalf of the Winter Park Water and Sanitation District (WPWSD), AECOM has reviewed
and is providing the following comments on the Lakota Reserve and Northwoods at Lakota,
dated June 2020.
If you have any questions on these comments, please do not hesitate to contact me.
General
1. The water and sewer mains and some of the water and sewer services in the Lakota
Subdivision are active. Prior to construction, the developers must provide the
WPWSD with detailed information on the phasing plan for the construction, testing,
and startup of the proposed water and sewer pipelines, and water and sewer
services. This should include description of how this will be accomplished while still
maintaining and protecting the water and sewer service to customers. Any water or
sewer service outage must be preapproved by the WPWSD.
2. The utility easement between Reserve Way and Lakota Park Drive is labeled as 21
feet wide. On the original construction Lakota Plans that were submitted for review
by the WPWSD, this utility easement is labeled as 30 feet wide, which is the
WPWSD’s typical width requirement for two utilities, water and sewer. It appears this
easement was not recorded at the noted 30 feet, but instead was recorded as 21
feet.
3. To resolve the easement width issues noted item 2, the developer has proposed the
following approaches to mitigate the narrow utility easement. It appears these
mitigating measures, if adequately provided and documented to the satisfaction of
the WPWSD, will provide the WPWSD with a workable, but substandard, condition
for future operation, maintenance and replacement of the water and sanitary sewer
pipelines.
a. A 27-foot utility easement will be provided to replace the existing 21-foot
easement.
b. The location of the building exterior foundation walls on each side of the
easement will be located at least 31.66 feet apart in order to provide for the
27-foot utility easement.
c. The building foundations adjacent to the easement will be located at a
horizontal location away from the easements and a depth at least 2 feet

below the elevation of the adjacent water and sewer pipelines in the
easement.
d. The developer still needs to confirm how these design and construction
requirements will be permanently imposed on the easement and adjacent lots
property developers and/or property owners.
e. As part of operation, maintenance, or replacement of the water and sewer
pipelines in the easement, the District will require removal of the planned
retaining walls in the easement. The developer needs to provide
documentation, in a form acceptable to the District, that provides a waiver of
WPWSD responsibility for the demolition, and replacement of these retaining
walls, and any adjacent disturbance to grading and improvements resulting
from the removal of the walls, if necessary as part of the WPWSD’s
operation, maintenance, or replacement of the water or sewer pipelines.

2

AECOM
6200 S. Quebec Street
Greenwood Village, CO 80111
www.aecom.com

303-694 2770
303 694 3946

tel
fax

Memorandum
\
To

Kent Bosshard, District Manager

Subject

Reserve at Lakota Park Subdivision,
Preliminary Subdivision Plat Submittal, April 28, 2020

From

Bill Wemmert, 303-478-7343, bill.wemmert@aecom.com

Date

May 22, 2020

Page

1

On behalf of the Winter Park Water and Sanitation District (WPWSD), AECOM has reviewed
and is providing the following comments on the Reserve at Lakota Park Subdivision
Preliminary Subdivision Plat Submittal, dated April 28, 2020.
If you have any questions on these comments, please do not hesitate to contact me.
General
1. The water and sewer mains and some of the water and sewer services are active.
To complete review of these plans, the developer should provide detailed information
on the phasing plan for the construction, testing, and startup of the proposed water
and sewer pipelines, and water and sewer services. This should include description
of how this will be accomplished while still maintaining and protecting the water and
sewer service to customers. Any water or sewer service outage must be
preapproved by the WPWSD.
2. The utility easement between Reserve Way and Lakota Park Drive is labeled as 21
feet wide. On the original construction Lakota Plans that were submitted for review
by the WPWSD, this utility easement is labeled as 30 feet wide, which is the District’s
typical width requirement for two utilities, water and sewer. It appears this easement
was not recorded at the noted 30 feet, but instead 21 feet. An easement width of 21
feet is not adequate to properly maintain the water and sewer infrastructure. This is
especially the case when the current development plan is indicating building
construction very close to the edge of the easement, where regular utility operation
and maintenance could potentially risk undermining the adjacent building without
extraordinary effort, depending on the type of building construction.
3. The plat needs to be revised, in a form acceptable to the WPWSD, to address the
following concerns: The proposed retaining wall at Lakota Park Drive (and the
apparent retaining walls shown within the property) that crosses the water and sewer
utility easement will require special construction in the event of future maintenance or
replacement of the water and sewer pipelines. The WPWSD is not responsible for
protection, removal, or replacement of these walls or any associated impacts due to
the required operation, maintenance, or replacement of the water or sewer pipelines.
A plat condition will be required to address this comment.

4. Prior to construction, coordinate the location of the water curb stops and sewer
cleanouts on site with WPWSD staff.
5. Explain the intent of Tract 3A, it’s shared use for driveway access per note 5 on
sheet 1 of the plat and how this Tract impacts the utilities the cross the property.
6. What agreements, if any, are required between the WPWSD and the Lakota East
Homeowners Association?
7. Clarify the limit of construction for water and sewer services as part of the developer
work in relocating the roads (as opposed to the future lot developer.)
8. At what stage of the development of the property are the on-property walls that ate
shown screened back to be constructed, if this is the proper interpretation of these
symbols.
Water
9. Add an 8-inch water valve at the beginning of the waterline relocation in front of
Building 8 to facilitate testing of the new waterline and to maintain existing water
service during the construction. Provide design for adequate thrust restraint for the
valve (in a dead-end condition) and 22.5-degree bend at this location.
10. Add a third 8-inch valve at the branch of the tee in front of Building 7.
11. It appears the waterline in the utility easement between Reserve Way and Lakota
Park Drive is being replaced. Please clarify the objective of this removal and
replacement.
12. Provide water plan and profile drawing in the utility easement between Reserve Way
and Lakota Park Drive. In the profile view, show the proposed ground line, retaining
walls and wall footings within the easement in order to verify sufficient pipe cover and
clearance from the walls is provided. Also superimpose the anticipated adjacent
building footing depth.
13. Provide information and details of how the waterline will be restrained at the dead
end.
14. The water main between the utility easement and the hydrant guard valve at the
dead end of Reserve Way should be maintained at 8-inches diameter.
15. The relocation of the fire hydrant is permitted; however, the hydrant guard valve must
be replaced with a new valve.
Sewer
2

16. All proposed sanitary manholes are to be of new materials and construction in
accordance with WPWSD standards. Manholes shall be provided in accordance
with WPWSD standards, including use of precast manholes with all pipe penetrations
and benches precast with the manhole. Field modifications of manholes are not
permitted.
17. Provide sewer plan and profile drawing in the utility easement between Reserve Way
and Lakota Park Drive. In the profile view, show the proposed ground line, retaining
walls and wall footings within the easement in order to verify sufficient pipe cover and
clearance from the walls is provided. Also superimpose the anticipated adjacent
building footing depth.
18. Provide information and details for any required adjustment of existing manhole
height due to grade changes.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jacoby, Kathleen E
Hugh Bell
RE: Agency Review Comment Request - Reserve Way preliminary plat
Wednesday, May 20, 2020 10:08:14 AM
image001.png
image002.png

Hello Hugh,
After reviewing the proposed changes in Lakota Park Drive & Reserve Way the only concern that I
have is: if the grade is changed an application to Xcel Energy will need to be made to adjust for the
proper depth of 36”.
Have a great day!
Kathy
From: Hugh Bell [mailto:hbell@wpgov.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 06, 2020 11:59 AM
To: Clapp, Kirk; jeromy.huntington@state.co.us; carlson@mines.edu; Newby, Andrew (Contractor);
jessica.barbier@denverwater.org; Dennis Soles; Adam Gosey; frank.reeves@egsd.org;
dlindblom@co.grand.co.us; ataft@co.grand.co.us; mmcquain@co.grand.co.us; Jean Johnston; Gerry
Vernon; ckarsh@jvajva.com; Kevin E. Vecchiarelli; matthew.r.montgomery@usace.army.mil;
mlwilliams01@fs.fed.us; jmorrissey@fs.fed.us; Kent Bosshard; Jacoby, Kathleen E
Cc: James Shockey
Subject: Agency Review Comment Request - Reserve Way preliminary plat

EXTERNAL - STOP & THINK before opening links and attachments.
Reviewers –
Good morning. Johnson & Repucci LLP has submitted a preliminary plat application to the Town of
Winter Park for Reserve Way at Lakota Park Subdivision. Please review the attachments and provide
comments as necessary; these are due on Wednesday, June 10. Because the Planning Department
is still working remotely, we are only sending documents electronically. Please refer to the attached
Referral Agency Checklist for the list of documents relevant for your review.
The engineering plans (EX B) are too large for attachment and can be viewed here. Please note that
the Reserve preliminary plat shares the same engineering document as the Northwoods. Feel free to
email me with any questions.
Thank you,
Hugh Bell
Planner | Community Development
P.O. Box 3327
50 Vasquez Rd.
Winter Park, CO 80482
970.726.8081 x 218
hbell@wpgov.com
www.wpgov.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hugh Bell
"steven.smith7@comcast.net"
RE: Prelim plat P-D (R2)
Monday, June 01, 2020 10:01:00 AM

Hi Steve –
Glad to help. The current development is zoned as a Planned Development (P-D) with a Multi-family
Residential (R-2) underlay zone. My answers to your questions are below in green. Don’t hesitate to
contact me with any other questions you may have.
Hugh Bell
Planner | Community Development

From: steven.smith7@comcast.net <steven.smith7@comcast.net>
Sent: Sunday, May 24, 2020 11:17 AM
To: Hugh Bell <hbell@wpgov.com>
Subject: Prelim plat P-D (R2)
Hugh
I received your package regarding the proposed changes in Lakota. I am one of the owners at 845
Arrow Trail, adjacent to reserve. Not knowing exactly what is currently zoned, it appears the
proposed substantive changes would:
Add an additional lot at the end of the street (shared driveway) Correct, this being Tract 3A
Remove the easement for the lot currently butting to our driveway (99-G) Correct, a portion of
Drainage Easement #2007011752 is proposed to be vacated
Allow any of the remaining single family lots depicted to be changed to multi-family as determined
by the developer. As currently proposed, the buildings will be multi-family dwellings, although
single-family dwellings are allowed, too.
Additionally, subdividing the existing Lot 99 to create 14 smaller lots by adding new lot lines, and
creating new easements for retaining wall improvements within Tract D Open Space.
It’s unclear as to if there is any proposed change to the setback along our driveway. Can you please
clarify and confirm the above, as well as provide any other proposed changes I may have missed?
The setback along your driveway, #2005-009875, will remain the same.
As a final note, with the new developer it would be great to see some beautification of the retention
pond that was installed by the last developer. I know drainage is critical but hard to believe that was

approved with its current design given the intent of WP and Lakota to keep a natural looking
footprint. This email will be included as part of the staff report.
Thank you for your feedback.

Steve
Steve Smith
303-881-9515

Sent from Xfinity Connect App

TO

Planning Commission

FROM

Hugh Bell, Planner

THRU

James Shockey, Community Development Director

DATE

July 14, 2020

RE

Preliminary Plat Continuance – Northwoods at Lakota Park Subdivision

Note: at the June 23, 2020 Planning Commission hearing, PMWP, the applicant, requested a
continuance for the Preliminary Plat. Items that have since changed from the original
application appear in red.
Background:
This is a new preliminary plat application on Subdivision Exemption No. 5, according to the
subdivision exemption recorded October 16, 2018 at Reception No. 2018-008391in the records
of Grand County. Through the subdivision process, the applicant, PM Winter Park LLC,
proposes subdividing the existing Lots 1 and 16 into Lot 1 and Lot 2 and Lot 16 and Lot 17,
respectively, by adding new lot lines, (ii) replatting Lots 19, 22 and 25 to move the front lot lines
closer to the Northwoods Place right-of-way and reduce the front yard setbacks through
variances as such variances have been requested in Applicant’s separate variance application
submitted to the Town of Winter Park contemporaneously herewith, (iii) replatting Lot 25 to
adjust the existing lot lines, and (iv) creating new easements for retaining wall improvements
within Tract B Open Space. The resulting lots would be available for either multifamily
residential use or single family residential use.
The property is 1.400 acres and presently contains two buildings under construction on Lots 1,
2, 16, and 17.
Project Overview:
The property at Northwoods Place is bound by Arrow Trail to the south; Lakota Park Drive to
the west; and U.S. Forest Service land to the north and east.
According to Kumar & Associates Inc., the project’s geotechnical engineer, the site has steep
topography, and the roadways and utility infrastructure for the project were installed in 2010.
Vegetation at the site generally consists of sparsely to moderately spaced conifer trees,
grasses, and wildflowers.
Development Improvements Agreement:
All improvements (water, sewer, roadway, landscaping, drainage/erosion control, etc.)
associated with the proposed project are required to be guaranteed (120%) through a
Development Improvements Agreement (DIA). The applicant has not provided cost estimates
for said improvements. After the applicant has finalized the construction plans, the numbers
will need to be revised.
•

Applicant shall provide an executed DIA with cost estimates along with final stamped

engineered plans for all applicable improvements prior to acceptance of any DIA and
subsequent site disturbance.
Review Agency Comments:
Colorado Geological Survey
Jill Carlson, Engineering Geologist with the Colorado Geological Survey (CGS) responded to
the referral in a letter dated June 10, 2020. In that letter CGS recommends a detailed
geologic reconnaissance and subsurface exploration to identify areas of potential instability,
characterize slope stability conditions, and provide site-specific information and engineering
parameters for repairing/reconstructing retaining walls, and stabilizing slopes to ensure longterm stability and minimize erosion. See attached letter for all comments.
•

Applicant shall address all comments made by the Colorado Geological Survey in the
letter dated June 10, 2020.

Denver Water
Jessica Barbier, Design Project Manager FA at Denver Water, responded to the referral in a
letter dated June 10, 2020. In that letter she expressed concerns about the final grading and
temporary excavations proposed for the Northwoods at Lakota Park Subdivision, as the
proposed construction is below the slope supporting U.S. Forest Service Road 128, on which
Denver Water has a right-of-way for its Ranch Creek Canal. See attached letter for all
comments.
•

Applicant shall address all comments made by Denver Water in the letter dated June
10, 2020.

East Grand School District
Frank Reeves, Superintendent for the East Grand School District, responded to the referral in
an email dated May 8, 2020. He stated that the District wants to ensure all Money in Lieu of
Land agreements have been paid, or will be paid, on the development. See attached letter for
detail.
•

Applicant shall ensure Money in Lieu of Land agreements are paid to East Grand
School District.

Mountain Parks Electric
Jean Johnston, Senior Staking Engineer / R.O.W. Specialist at Mountain Parks Electric,
responded to the referral in an email dated May 22, 2020. In that email she stated that the
preliminary plat should be adequate.
Town Engineer
Sam Redfield, Senior Project Engineer for JVA Inc., responded to the referral in a letter dated
June 16, 2020. In that letter he recommended addressing comments provided by Colorado
Geological Survey, ensuring adequate ground surface drainage, and ensuring that maximum
grades are consistent with geotechnical recommendations, or are provided additional slope
stability recommendations by the geotechnical engineer, among other items. See attached
letter for all comments.
•

Applicant shall address all comments made by the Town Engineer in the letter dated

June 16, 2020.
Winter Park Water and Sanitation District
Bill Wemmert of AECOM, on behalf of the Winter Park Water and Sanitation District (WPWSD),
responded to the referral in a letter dated May 22, 2020. In that letter he requested coordination
of water curb stops and sewer cleanout locations with WPWSD staff, clarification of the limit of
construction for water and sewer services as part of the developer work in road relocation, and
confirmation regarding the existence of any agreements between WPWSD and the Lakota East
HOA. See attached letter for all comments.
•

Applicant shall address all comments made by AECOM on behalf of WPWSD in the
letter dated May 22, 2020.

Xcel Energy
Kathleen Jacoby, Designer for the Mountain Division, responded to the referral in an email
dated May 20, 2020. In that email she expressed that if a grade is changed, an application to
Xcel will need to be made to adjust for the proper depth of 36”.
•

Applicant shall address the comment made by Xcel in the email dated May 20, 2020.

Letters were sent to the following agencies, but comments were not received prior to the
deadline –
• Century Link
• Colorado Division of Wildlife
• Comcast
• East Grand Fire Protection District #4
• Grand County Assessor
• Grand County Planning Department
• Headwaters Trails Alliance
• Public Works Department
• US Army Corps of Engineers
• US Forest Service
If the Commission feels comments should be received from any of the above listed agencies,
the applicant would be responsible for obtaining those letters prior to Final Plat review.
Public Comments:
Staff sent notice to adjacent property owners on May 18, 2020. No comments have been
received as of July 10.
Plat:
Staff is preparing a red-marked print for the proposed Preliminary Plat that will be presented to
the applicant after Planning Commission review.
•

Applicant shall update the Preliminary Plat per the redlined version from Town Staff
dated June 30, 2020. This condition has been met.

Miscellaneous:

•

Applicant shall provide an executed DIA with cost estimates along with final stamped
engineered plans for all applicable improvements prior to acceptance of any DIA and
subsequent site disturbance.

•

A Certificate of Taxes, shown to be paid in full from the County Treasurer, shall be
provided for the subject property.

•

A digital file of the approved plat must be submitted. The digital file shall be in a format
acceptable to the Town's System. Requirements for digital submittal can be obtained
from the Town's Planning Division.

•

A 14"x18" 911 Address Plat shall be provided.

•

This proposed project is subject to school impact fees. School impact fees were paid
for all 110 lots in the Central Village at Lakota that were proposed at the time of original
platting.

•

A Statement of Authority shall be provided for those signing the Final Plat for PMWP, LLC.

Recommendation:
If the Commission is satisfied with the Preliminary Plat, staff recommends approval with the following
conditions:
Conditions Prior to Final Plat Review
1. Applicant shall address all comments made by Denver Water in the letter date June 10,
2020.
2. Applicant shall address all comments made by the Town Engineer in the letter dated June
16, 2020.
3. Applicant shall address all comments made by AECOM on behalf of WPWSD in the letter
dated May 22, 2020.
4. Applicant shall address the comment made by Xcel in the email dated May 20, 2020.
5. Applicant shall update the Preliminary Plat per the redlined version from Town Staff dated
June 30, 2020.

Michael J. Repucci
mjrepucci@j-rlaw.com
Direct Dial: (303) 546-5617

April 28, 2020
Via Email (jshockey@wpgov.com)
Mr. James Shockey
Community Development Director
Town of Winter Park
50 Vasquez Road
Winter Park, Colorado 80482
Re:

Northwoods at Lakota Park Subdivision (the “Subdivision”); Preliminary Subdivision
Plat Submittal

Dear James:
On behalf of PM Winter Park LLC, a Colorado limited liability company (“Applicant”),
I am pleased to submit this application (the “Application”) and supporting material, as required
under Chapter 8 of the Town Code of Winter Park, Colorado (the “Town Code”) to obtain
approval of the Preliminary Plat for the Subdivision.
The proposed subdivision is to be located on lands currently zoned in accordance with the
P-D (R-2) zone district. Through the subdivision process, Applicant proposes (i) subdividing the
existing Lots 1 and 16, Lakota Park Subdivision Exemption No. 5 recorded at Reception No.
2018008391 in the Grand County, Colorado public records (“Lakota Park Subdivision
Exemption No. 5”), into Lot 1 and Lot 2 and Lot 16 and Lot 17, respectively, by adding new lot
lines, (ii) replatting Lots 19, 22 and 25 to move the front lot lines closer to the Northwoods Place
right-of-way and reduce the front yard setbacks through variances as such variances have been
requested in Applicant’s separate variance application submitted to the Town of Winter Park
contemporaneously herewith, (iii) replatting Lot 25 to adjust the existing lot lines, and (iv)
creating new easements for retaining wall improvements within Tract B Open Space. The
resulting lots would be available for either multifamily residential use or single family residential
use.
To assist you and the Town’s Planning Department with your review of this Application,
we have arranged the attached material as follows:
A. Attached to this application, as Exhibit A is a copy of the proposed preliminary plat of the
Subdivision (the “Preliminary Plat”). The Preliminary Plat has been prepared in
accordance with the provisions of Section 8-2-3A of the Town Code regarding conformity to
actual development plans, scale, size, and vicinity map.
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B. The following are our responses to each of the requirements of Section 8-2-3B of the Town
Code (which appear in italics):
1. Proposed name of the subdivision.
The proposed name of the subdivision is “Northwoods at Lakota Park Subdivision.”
2. Location of the Subdivision as part of some larger subdivision or tract of land and
by reference to permanent survey monuments with a tie to a section corner or a
quarter-section corner, or a sixteenth-section corner.
This information is depicted on the Preliminary Plat.
3. Names and addresses of the subdivider, the engineer or designer of the
subdivision, and land surveyor (who shall be licensed by the Colorado state
board of examiners for engineers and land surveyors).
This information with respect to the surveyor is depicted on the Preliminary Plat. The
address for Wohnrade Civil Engineers, Inc. (engineer) is 11582 Colony Row,
Broomfield, Colorado 80021. The address for BHH Partners (designer) is 160 E.
Adams Ave., Breckenridge, Colorado 80424.
4. Total acreage of the subdivision and tabulation of acreage in parks, parking,
snow storage, open areas, commercial land, residential lots, single- and multifamily lots and all other uses of the land with their respective percentages of the
total area.
This information is depicted on the Preliminary Plat.
5. Date of preparation, scale, and north sign (designated as true north).
This information is depicted on the Preliminary Plat.
6. Topographic map shall be based on USGS datum, USGS bench mark locations
and elevations provided by the town. Contour intervals shall be two feet (2’).
Note: The same interval is to be used throughout the subdivision and must be
clearly indicated on the plat. There shall be at least two (2) bench marks on the
site which shall not be disturbed during construction. Location, description and
elevation of said bench marks shall appear on the plat (maximum error allowed
in setting or establishing bench marks is: plus one-tenth [+1/10] distance in
miles). Subdivision or tract of land shall be tied to a section corner, quartersection corner or sixteenth-section corner.
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Mr. James Shockey
April 28, 2020
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This information is shown on the Preliminary Plat and the civil engineering plans
prepared by Wohnrade Civil Engineers, Inc. dated April 24, 2020, consisting of 15
pages labeled as Sheets 1-15, attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit B
(the “Engineering Documents”).
7. A storm drainage plan shall be prepared in accordance with the storm drainage
provisions of the design standards. Designation of areas subject to periodic
flooding and the volume of water during such floods and drainage conditions on
the tract; location and extent of watercourses; low areas subject to inundation;
perpetual drainage easements; percentage of total site to be devoted to
impervious cover; and the percentage of total site that has a slope of thirty
percent (30%) or greater.
This requirement is not applicable per staff. However, in support of its Application,
Applicant submits the Engineering Documents, which depict (i) site grading, (ii) road
and drive slopes, (iii) curb, gutter and valley pans, and (iv) other proposed surface
drainage features necessary to handle site drainage, seasonal runoff and storm water.
8. Other conditions or features on the tract; natural hazards such as steep slopes,
unstable conditions, avalanche areas; rock or landslides, highly erosive soils or
other geological hazards; rock outcrops, wooded areas, isolated preservable
trees; existing buildings and other significant features.
This information is contained in the Engineering Documents and in the geotechnical
engineering report dated January 14, 2019 prepared by Kumar & Associates, Inc.,
attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit C (the “Geotechnical Report”).
9. Evidence to establish that, if a public sewage disposal system is proposed,
provision has been made for such system, and if other method or methods of
sewage disposal are proposed, evidence that such systems will comply with state
and local laws and regulations which are in effect at the time of submission of the
preliminary plat or final plat; where septic tanks and drain fields are used,
percolation tests will be taken on every lot; these tests will be submitted to the
Colorado state health department prior to submitting for preliminary approval.
This information is contained in the Engineering Documents.
10. The names of abutting subdivisions and the names and addresses of the owners of
abutting property, including recording date and number, zoning on and adjacent
to the subdivision. Location and principal dimensions for all existing streets
(including name), easements, watercourses, and other conditions on adjacent
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Mr. James Shockey
April 28, 2020
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land: for the first two hundred feet (200’) from the subdivision boundary,
approximate direction and quadrant of ground slope, including any embankments
or retaining walls; location and character of nearby land uses and buildings.
A list of names and addresses of abutting property owners is attached hereto as
Exhibit D. All other information as required by this Code section is depicted on the
Preliminary Plat and in the Engineering Documents.
11. Location and principal dimensions for all proposed streets (including names),
easements, lot lines, and area to be reserved or dedicated for parks, bike paths,
footpaths, or other public use.
This information is depicted on the Preliminary Plat.
12. Utilities on and adjacent to the tract; the location, size, and invert elevations of
sanitary sewers, storm drainage facilities, and water mains; the location of gas
lines, electric and telephone lines, fire hydrants, and streetlights. If water main,
sanitary sewer, or drainage facilities are not on or adjacent to the tract, the
survey may indicate the direction and distance to, and the size and invert
elevation of, the nearest extensions of such utilities.
This information is contained in the Engineering Documents.
13. Proposed sites, if any, for multiple-family residential use, business areas,
industrial areas, churches, schools, parks and other public uses.
This information, as applicable, is depicted on the Preliminary Plat and on the
architectural plans dated April 27, 2020 prepared by BHH Partners, attached hereto as
Exhibit E (the “Architectural Plans”).
14. Site data, including the number of residential lots and typical lot sizes.
This information is depicted on the Preliminary Plat.
15. Proof of availability of adequate water supply to service the proposed
development. If individual water supplies are to be used, a registered geologist’s
report confirming the adequacy of the supply and stating the expected aquifer
depths shall be furnished, such report to be sufficiently comprehensive as to be
appropriate for all lots in the subdivision.
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A “Will-Serve” letter dated April 23, 2020 Town issued by the Winter Park Water &
Sanitation District contains this information and is attached hereto as Exhibit F (the
“Will-Serve Letter”).
16. Such additional information as may be required by the planning and zoning
commission in order to adequately review the preliminary plat.
Applicant will promptly respond to any requests from the planning and zoning
commission for additional information.
17. Application form for zoning the area to be subdivided or an application form for
rezoning when so required. (Ord. 59, Series of 1981)
This requirement is not applicable, as no zoning or rezoning is contemplated by this
Application. The property depicted on the Preliminary Plat is subject to and in
conformity with the terms of that certain Lakota Final Development Plan Application
dated September 1, 1998 and approved by the Town of Winter Park by Ordinance No.
277, Series of 1998 recorded September 21, 1998 at Reception No. 98010148, and as
amended by Ordinance No. 287, Series of 1999 recorded May 17, 1999 at Reception
No. 99005411, and as amended by Ordinance No. 289, Series of 1999 recorded
June 7, 1999 at Reception No. 99006078, and as amended by Ordinance No. 356,
Series of 2005 recorded September 9, 2005 at Reception No. 2005009857
(collectively, and as the same may hereafter be further amended, the “Lakota
Ordinance”) except as otherwise noted with respect to front yard setbacks for Lots
19, 22 and 25 approved by variance by the Winter Park Board of Adjustment
contemporaneously with the Town’s approval of this Application. A copy of
Applicant’s setback variance application, which was submitted contemporaneously
with this Application is attached hereto as Exhibit G.
18. A draft copy of any proposed restrictive covenants for the subdivision, and a draft
copy of proposed articles of incorporation and any bylaws of any homeowners’
association. This information could be submitted along with final plat. (Ord. 97,
Series of 1983)
This requirement is not applicable per staff. However, for your reference, the
property depicted on the Preliminary Plat is subject to that certain Declaration of
Protective Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for Lakota East recorded October
10, 2007, at Reception No. 2007011751 in the Grand County public records, as
amended (the “Declaration”), a copy of which is provided in the title commitments
attached hereto as Exhibit H (the “Title Commitments”). The Declaration is
administered by the Lakota East Owners Association whose managing agent is Robin
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Wirsing, c/o Allegiant Management, P.O. Box 66, Winter Park, Colorado 80482, 970726-8822, ext. 218.
19. Total number of square feet of proposed nonresidential floor space.
This requirement is not applicable, as Applicant is not developing any nonresidential
floor space.
20. Total number of proposed off-street parking spaces.
There are a sufficient number of off-street parking spaces for the proposed
subdivision. This information is described in plat note no. 14 on the Preliminary Plat.
21. Estimated total number of gallons per day of water system requirements where a
distribution system is proposed.
The proposed number of ESFUs for the Subdivision is 28.8, which figure was
calculated pursuant to the Winter Park Water and Sanitation District’s formulas. The
estimated number of gallons per day of water system requirements is 10,080 gallons
(calculation: 28.8 total ESFUs x 350 gallons per ESFU = 10,080 gallons per day).
22. Estimated total number of gallons per day of sewage to be treated where a central
sewage treatment facility is proposed, or sewage disposal means and suitability
where no central sewage treatment facility is proposed. (Ord. 59, Series of 1981)
The proposed number of ESFUs for the Subdivision is 28.8, which figure was
calculated pursuant to the Winter Park Water and Sanitation District’s formulas. The
estimated number of gallons per day of sewage to be treated is 10,080 gallons
(calculation: 28.8 ESFUs x 350 gallons per ESFU = 10,080 gallons per day).
23. Estimated construction costs and proposed method of financing of streets and
related facilities, water distribution systems, sewage collection systems, storm
drainage facilities and such other public improvements and utilities as may be
required of the developer by the town. This information would be accepted along
with final plat if the applicant does not desire to begin development pursuant to
subsection 8-1-2E. (Ord. 97, Series of 1983)
This requirement is not applicable, as there are no additional public improvements
being constructed in connection with this Subdivision.
24. Adequate evidence that a water supply that is sufficient in terms of quality,
quantity, and dependability will be available to ensure an adequate supply of
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water for the type of subdivision proposed. Such evidence may include but shall
not be limited to:
a. Evidence of ownership or right of acquisition or use of existing and
proposed water rights.
b. Historic use and estimated yield of claimed water rights.
c. Amendability of existing rights to a change in use.
d. Evidence that public or private water owners can and will supply water to
the proposed subdivision stating the amount of water available for use
within the subdivision and the feasibility of extending service to that area.
e. Evidence concerning the potability of the proposed water supply for the
subdivision. (Ord. 59, Series of 1981)
The Will-Serve Letter is adequate evidence satisfying the requirements of subsection
24(d) above.
25. Maps and tables concerning suitability of types of soil in the proposed subdivision
in accordance with the national cooperative soil survey.
This information is contained in the Geotechnical Report.
26. Detailed plans for cut and fill operations in mountainside subdivision, including
slope ratios, methods of compaction, proposed retaining walls and other
information deemed necessary by the planning and zoning commission to make a
determination as to the acceptability of such operations. This information would
be accepted along with the final plat if the applicant does not desire to begin
development pursuant to subsection 8-1-2E of this title. (Ord. 97, Series of 1983)
This information is included in the Engineering Documents. In addition, the areas
where retaining walls exist and are permitted to be located on Tract B Open Space are
described on the Preliminary Plat and shown on the Architectural Plans.
27. Erosion control plan, including proposed erosion control structures to mitigate
erosion and related water quality impacts resulting from the proposed project.
The erosion control plan shall be required for all subdivisions involving five (5)
acres or more. (Ord. 59, Series of 1981)
This information is included in the Engineering Documents. In addition, the areas
where retaining walls exist and are permitted to be located on Tract B Open Space are
described on the Preliminary Plat and shown on the Architectural Plans.
28. Revegetation plan, indicating revegetation landscape measures for all disturbed
areas. The plan must show the area in which all trees are located, based on a
{00492168 / 3 }

Mr. James Shockey
April 28, 2020
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survey or aerial photograph; trees intended to be removed; amount and kinds of
trees, shrubs and grasses to be used for revegetation and landscaping and the
cost to the developer for implementing the plan. The plan shall be considered a
public improvement to be guaranteed by a letter of credit and a subdivision
improvement agreement. (Ord. 97, Series of 1983)
This information is included in the Engineering Documents and further detailed on
the lot-specific landscape plans that either have been, or will be submitted at the time
of building permit application. No additional revegetation, other than lot-specific
landscaping is anticipated at this time.
29. Evidence that the developer has submitted the information sought to determine
what impact the proposed development will have on the surrounding community,
or has proposed to donate a sum of money pursuant to Colorado Revised Statutes
section 29-20-106. (Ord. 77, Series of 1982)
Except for certain lots’ front yard setbacks, which Applicant is requesting variances
for from the Board of Adjustment contemporaneously herewith, the proposed
development is otherwise in conformity with the Lakota Ordinance, which previously
required mitigation for all impacts associated with all future development authorized
by the Lakota Ordinance, and those mitigation requirements applicable to this
Application have previously been satisfied.
Applicant hereby submits this Application, together with the supplemental materials referenced
herein. Payment of application fees due in the amount of Six Hundred Dollars ($600.00), being
the sum of the $500.00 preliminary plat processing fee plus a $10.00 per lot review fee as
outlined in section 1-8-2 of the Town Code, will be delivered under separate cover.
Attached to this application as Exhibit I, as outlined in section 8-2-3-C2, is a Letter of Evidence
from Applicant’s legal counsel, Johnson & Repucci LLP, with statements made on behalf of
Applicant (i.e. the developer) confirming that this Subdivision meets all requirements of the
Town subdivision regulations. Certification confirming that this Subdivision meets all
requirements of the Town subdivision regulations is made by the engineer, Wohnrade Civil
Engineers, Inc. on the face of the Engineering Documents, and by the land planner, BHH
Partners, on the face of the Preliminary Plat.
With respect to the required Traffic Impact Study, the proposed development is in conformity
with the Lakota Ordinance, which previously included approval of a traffic study that satisfied
all traffic impacts for the full build out of Lakota in accordance with the Lakota Ordinance. With
respect to the required Phase II Drainage Report, this was completed in connection with approval
of the Lakota Ordinance and is on file with the Town. Other required materials such as the

{00492168 / 3 }
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completed Land Use Review Application form, Certification of Notification of Mineral Estate
Owner, and Referral Agency Checklist are attached separately.
Thank you in advance for your time and consideration put forth to review this application and its
attachments. If possible, I would like to coordinate with you the public hearing dates to consider
approval of this application at your convenience. Please do not hesitate to contact me directly if
you have any questions or require any additional information.

Very truly yours,

Michael J. Repucci

MJR
Attachments

cc:

PM Winter Park LLC

{00492168 / 3 }

EXHIBIT A
PRELIMINARY PLAT

{00492168 / 3 }

EXHIBIT B
ENGINEERING DOCUMENTS

{00492168 / 3 }

EXHIBIT C
GEOTECHNICAL REPORT

{00492168 / 3 }

EXHIBIT D
LIST OF THE NAMES OF ABUTTING SUBDIVISIONS AND THE NAMES AND
ADDRESSES OF THE OWNERS OF ABUTTING PROPERTY

{00492168 / 3 }

EXHIBIT E
ARCHITECTURAL PLANS

{00492168 / 3 }

EXHIBIT F
WILL-SERVE LETTER

{00492168 / 3 }

EXHIBIT G
FRONT YARD SETBACK VARIANCE APPLICATION

{00492168 / 3 }

EXHIBIT H
TITLE COMMITMENTS

{00492168 / 3 }

EXHIBIT I
LETTER OF EVIDENCE
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TOWN OF WINTER PARK
P.O. Box 3327 • 50 Vasquez Road • Winter Park, CO 80482
Phone: 970-726-8081 • Fax: 970-726-8084
Website: www.winterparkgov.com
LAND USE REVIEW APPLICATION FORM
PROJECT INFORMATION
Project Name: Northwoods at Lakota Park Subdivision
Date: April 28, 2020
Street Address (or general location if not addressed): Lakota Park Subdivision
Schedule Number(s) or Parcel Number(s): See attachment.
Site Area (in square feet or acres): 1.4 acres
Existing Land Use: Vacant land or residential depending on the lot.
Legal Description: See attached title commitments.

Existing Zoning: P-D (R-2)

OWNER / APPLICANT
Name: Matthew Schlaepfer
Phone: 303-931-0780
Company: PM Winter Park LLC
Fax:
Mailing Address:
Email: matt.schlaepfer@gcgfinancial.com
5490 Nuthatch Road, Parker, CO 80134
CONTACT PERSON
Name: Michael J. Repucci
Phone: 303-546-5617
Company: Johnson & Repucci LLP
Fax: 303-442-0191
Mailing Address: 850 W. South Boulder Road, Suite 100
Email: mjrepucci@j-rlaw.com
Louisville, Colorado 80027
TYPE OF APPLICATION (check all that apply)
Fee
Subdivision
Other Development

9
X

Fee

9
Sketch Plan
Preliminary Plat
Final Plat
Amended Final Plat
As Built Plat

*Number of Lots:
TOTAL FEES:
Minor Subdivision

$250.00
$500.00*
$750.00*
$375.00*
$250.00

$

Zoning Variance
Special Use Permit
Rezoning Request
Subdivision Exemption
Amended Exemption
Annexation

10 x $10.00
600.00
Fee

9

*Number of Lots:
TOTAL FEES:
Planned Development

$250.00
$150.00
$350.00
$300.00
$150.00
$500.00*
x $10.00
$
Fee

9
Final Plat
Amended Minor Sub.

$400.00*
$250.00

Preapplication Conference

No Fee
$1,000.00**
$1,000.00**
$500.00**

Preliminary Development Plan

Final Development Plan
Amended Final Plan
*Number of Lots:
TOTAL FEES:

x $10.00
$

* In addition to the base fee, an additional $10.00 per unit or lot

**Number of Lots:
TOTAL FEES:

x $2.00
$

** In addition to the base fee, an additional $2.00 per unit or lot

In addition to the base fees the applicant is required to pay the cost of any legal notices and adjoining property owner certified mailings. The
applicant may also be subject to reimbursement fees as outlined within Section 7-10-8 of the Town Code.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

See attachment.

AFFIDAVIT
X
Michael J. Repucci
I, ______________________________
being duly sworn, declare that I am (please check one) ______
the
authorized representative to act for the property owner, _______ the owner of the property involved in this
application and that the foregoing statements and answers herein contained and the information herewith
submitted are in all respects true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. By signing this application, I
have read and agree to the reimbursement fees that may be charged for review of this project as outlined in
Section 7-10-8 of the Town Code. At a minimum, this project will require consultants for engineering review and
legal review and this shall serve as the written notice required by Section 7-10-8 of the Town Code for these two
consultants.

__________________________________
Signature of Owner

__________________________
Date

__________________________________
Signature of Representative

April 27, 2020
__________________________
Date

Acceptance of this application and required filing fee does not constitute a complete application. Plans and other
material required to constitute a complete application are listed in the application procedure.
STAFF USE ONLY (do not write below this line)
Application Received By:
Case #
Total Fees: $
Additional Comments:

Date / Time:
Date Paid:
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PRELIMINARY PLAT
NORTHWOODS AT LAKOTA

TRACT B

OPEN SPACE

BEING A REPLAT OF LOTS 1, 16, 19, 22, 25 AND TRACT B
OF LAKOTA PARK SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION NO. 5, RECEPTION NO. 2018008391
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SECTION 11, TOWNSHIP 2 SOUTH, RANGE 75 WEST, OF THE 6TH P.M.
TOWN OF WINTER PARK, COUNTY OF GRAND, STATE OF COLORADO
OWNERSHIP VESTED AT RECEPTION NO. 2014003956
TRACT B
OPEN SPACE
RECEPTION #2007011752

GCR #81
(100' R.O.W.)

NORTH WOODS PLACE
(35' R.O.W.)
A.K.A. TRACT 1
RECEPTION #2007011752

DENVER WATER BOARD EAST
CONDUIT LINE, SECTION 3
(US DEPT OF THE INTERIOR
GRANT, DENVER 027914)
&
USFS ROAD 128

LOT 104
LAKOTA
PARK
DRIVE
(35' R.O.W.)
A.K.A. TRACT 2
RECEPTION #2007011752

LOT 105

(10) MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL LOTS:

LOT 106

TRACT B
OPEN SPACE
RECEPTION #2007011752

TRACT S2

SNOW STORAGE:

TRACT S1

LOT 15

PARKING:

LOT 14

TRACT B
OPEN SPACE
RECEPTION #2007011752

U.S.F.S. ROAD 149G
33' R.O.W. RESERVED
REC #98004457

LOT 13

ARROW TRAIL
60' R.O.W.
T.O.W.P.
REC #2007011752

Date:
By:
Revisions:
No.

DEVELOPER/APPLICANT
PMWP Development Co.
5490 Nuthatch Road
Parker, CO 80134

PLANNERS/ARCHITECTS
BHH Partners
Breckenridge, Colorado
(970) 453-6880

CIVIL ENGINEER
Wohnrade Civil Engineers, Inc.
11582 Colony Row
Broomfield, Colorado 80021
(720) 259-0965

GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEER
Kumar & Associates, Inc.
2390 South Lipan Street
Denver, Colorado 80223
(303) 742-9700

LAND SURVEYOR

Comcast----------------------------------------------------Centurylink------------------------------------------------Xcel Gas----------------------------------------------------

PHONE NUMBER
(800) 934-6489
(866) 642-0444
(800) 895-4449

Note:
This list is provided as a courtesy reference only. Wohnrade Civil Engineers assumes no responsibility
for the accuracy or completeness of this list. In no way shall this list relinquish the Contractor's
responsibility for locating all utilities prior to commencing any construction activity. Please contact the
Utility Notification Center of Colorado (UNCC) for additional information.

11582 Colony Row
Broomfield, Colorado 80021
Phone: (720)259-0965
Fax: (720)259-1519

UTILITY COMPANY

PROJECT
LOCATION

WOHNRADE CIVIL ENGINEERS, INC.

Tim Shenk Land Surveying, Inc.
P.O. Box 1670
Granby, Colorado 80446
(970) 887-1046

TOWN OF WINTER PARK

50 Vasquez Road
Winter Park, Colorado 80482
(970) 726-8081
Keith Riesberg, Town Manager

Project:

LAK: 1923.00

WINTER PARK WATER & SANITATION DISTRICT

1450 Winter Park Drive
Winter Park, Colorado 80482
(970) 726-5041
Kent Bosshard, District Manager
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Net
Cut Factor Fill Factor2d Area
Cut
Fill
NORTHWOODS BLDG 1
1.00
1.00
3200.95 Sq. Ft. 491.49 Cu. Yd. 182.77 Cu. Yd. 308.72 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
NORTHWOODS BLDG 2
1.00
1.00
3200.95 Sq. Ft. 484.03 Cu. Yd. 187.64 Cu. Yd. 296.39 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
NORTHWOODS BLDG 3
1.00
1.00
3200.95 Sq. Ft. 456.22 Cu. Yd. 194.93 Cu. Yd. 261.29 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
NORTHWOODS BLDG 4
1.00
1.00
3200.95 Sq. Ft. 485.29 Cu. Yd. 124.31 Cu. Yd. 360.99 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
NORTHWOODS BLDG 5
1.00
1.00
3662.65 Sq. Ft. 2121.72 Cu. Yd. 0.00 Cu. Yd.
2121.72 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
NORTHWOODS BLDG 6
1.00
1.00
3655.07 Sq. Ft. 2226.59 Cu. Yd. 0.00 Cu. Yd.
2226.59 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
NORTHWOODS BLDG 7
1.00
1.00
3655.07 Sq. Ft. 2261.28 Cu. Yd. 0.00 Cu. Yd.
2261.28 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
NORTHWOODS BLDG 8
1.00
1.00
3655.07 Sq. Ft. 2090.02 Cu. Yd. 0.00 Cu. Yd.
2090.02 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
NORTHWOODS LOT GRADING-DOWNSLOPE
1.00
1.00
31831.94 Sq. Ft. 1475.33 Cu. Yd. 282.39 Cu. Yd. 1192.94 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
NORTHWOODS LOT GRADING-UPSLOPE1.00
1.00
23610.87 Sq. Ft. 3048.83 Cu. Yd. 26.92 Cu. Yd. 3021.91 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 1
1.00
1.00
3008.87 Sq. Ft. 318.22 Cu. Yd. 44.07 Cu. Yd. 274.15 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 2
1.00
1.00
3009.04 Sq. Ft. 161.56 Cu. Yd. 177.70 Cu. Yd. 16.13 Cu. Yd.<Fill>
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 3
1.00
1.00
3009.04 Sq. Ft. 202.57 Cu. Yd. 138.60 Cu. Yd. 63.97 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 4
1.00
1.00
3009.04 Sq. Ft. 292.78 Cu. Yd. 115.75 Cu. Yd. 177.02 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 5
1.00
1.00
3009.04 Sq. Ft. 473.70 Cu. Yd. 114.42 Cu. Yd. 359.28 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 6
1.00
1.00
2178.00 Sq. Ft. 1241.21 Cu. Yd. 0.00 Cu. Yd.
1241.21 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 7
1.00
1.00
2178.00 Sq. Ft. 1203.28 Cu. Yd. 0.13 Cu. Yd.
1203.15 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 8
1.00
1.00
2178.00 Sq. Ft. 780.45 Cu. Yd. 1.93 Cu. Yd.
778.53 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 9
1.00
1.00
3009.04 Sq. Ft. 0.04 Cu. Yd.
974.59 Cu. Yd. 974.55 Cu. Yd.<Fill>
1.00
1.00
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 10
3009.04 Sq. Ft. 2.35 Cu. Yd.
823.68 Cu. Yd. 821.33 Cu. Yd.<Fill>
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 11
1.00
1.00
3009.04 Sq. Ft. 34.69 Cu. Yd. 478.59 Cu. Yd. 443.90 Cu. Yd.<Fill>
1.00
1.00
LAKOTA RESERVE BLDG 12
3179.99 Sq. Ft. 239.94 Cu. Yd. 201.24 Cu. Yd. 38.69 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
RESERVE LOT GRADING-BLDGS 1-2 1.00
1.00
12531.09 Sq. Ft. 218.36 Cu. Yd. 758.45 Cu. Yd. 540.09 Cu. Yd.<Fill>
RESERVE LOT GRADING-BLDGS 3-8 1.00
1.00
43561.04 Sq. Ft. 3228.88 Cu. Yd. 1424.91 Cu. Yd. 1803.97 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
RESERVE LOT GRADING-BLDGS 9-121.00
1.00
24574.59 Sq. Ft. 317.18 Cu. Yd. 1095.11 Cu. Yd. 777.94 Cu. Yd.<Fill>
197327.30 Sq. Ft. 23856.02 Cu. Yd.7348.14 Cu. Yd. 16507.87 Cu. Yd.<Cut>
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11582 Colony Row
Broomfield, Colorado 80021
Phone: (720)259-0965
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WOHNRADE CIVIL ENGINEERS, INC.

TOPSOIL LAYER AND SEED AND MULCH
AS REQUIRED BY PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS

FINISHED GRADE
DESIGN RIPRAP GRADE

SOIL RIPRAP.
MIX SOIL AND RIPRAP
COMPLETELY (SEE NOTES)

4" - 6" (TYP.)
2*D50

SLOPE VARIES (SEE PLANS)

PREPARE COMPACTED
SUBGRADE PER SPECIFICATIONS
OR PLACE ON UNDISTURBED SUGRADE

TYPICAL SECTION SOIL RIPRAP WITH MUCLH
REF: URBAN DRAINAGE AND FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT

3" min

Use 2x4
material
for stakes

VALLEY PAN DETAILS

STORM SEWER CLEANOUT

12" min

ONE-INCH THICK
WOOD STAKE DETAIL

STAKE BLANKET TO
GROUND BETWEEN STONES
TOPSOIL LAYER AND SEED AND MULCH
AS REQUIRED BY PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS

EROSION CONTROL BLANAKET
AS SPECIFIED OR CALLED FOR
ON THE PLANS

FINISHED GRADE

10" MIN.

DESIGN RIPRAP GRADE
SOIL RIPRAP.
MIX SOIL AND RIPRAP
COMPLETELY (SEE NOTES)

4" - 6" (TYP.)
2*D50

SLOPE VARIES (SEE PLANS)

PREPARE COMPACTED
SUBGRADE PER SPECIFICATIONS
OR PLACE ON UNDISTURBED SUGRADE

TYPICAL SECTION SOIL RIPRAP WITH EROSION CONTROL FABRIC

RETAINING WALL VALLEY PAN DETAIL

11582 Colony Row
Broomfield, Colorado 80021
Phone: (720)259-0965
Fax: (720)259-1519

STILLING BASIN / RIP RAP OUTLET PROTECTION DETAIL

WOHNRADE CIVIL ENGINEERS, INC.

REF: URBAN DRAINAGE AND FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT
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Michael J. Repucci
mjrepucci@j-rlaw.com
Direct Dial: (303) 546-5617

April 27, 2020
Via Email (jshockey@wpgov.com)
Mr. James Shockey
Community Development Director
Town of Winter Park
50 Vasquez Road
Winter Park, Colorado 80482
Re:

Northwoods at Lakota Park Subdivision (the “Subdivision”); Preliminary Subdivision
Plat Submittal - Attorney Letter of Evidence

Dear James:
In accordance with Section 8-2-3(C)(2) of the Town Code for the Town of Winter Park,
this letter certifies that to the best of our knowledge, the preliminary plat submittal, as reviewed,
meets all requirements of the Town of Winter Park subdivision regulations. This certification is
made on behalf of PM Winter Park LLC, the developer/Applicant with respect to the
Subdivision, as its legal counsel.
Very truly yours,

Michael J. Repucci
MJR
cc:

PM Winter Park LLC

{00492101 / 1 }

COLORADO GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
1801 Moly Road
Golden, Colorado 80401

June 10, 2020
Karen Berry
State Geologist

Hugh Bell
Winter Park Community Development
hbell@wpgov.com
Subject:

Location:
S NW Section 11,
T2S, R75W of the 6th P.M.
39.8925, -105.7552

Northwoods Place (Lakota) – Preliminary Plat
Town of Winter Park, Grand County, CO; CGS Unique No. GR-20-0003

Dear Mr. Bell:
Colorado Geological Survey has reviewed the Northwoods Place preliminary plat referral. I understand the
applicant proposes 16 duplex units (eight buildings) along Northwoods Place in Lakota. Northwoods Place is
located immediately west of and below US Forest Service Road FS 128. A Denver Water canal runs along the east
side of FS 128. The available referral documents include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Geotechnical Engineering Study, Lakota Northwoods Duplex, Lots 1 / 2, Lakota Park Subdivision, 300 &
302 North Woods Place (Kumar & Associates, Inc. Project No. 18-1-523.01, January 14, 2019),
Geotechnical Engineering Study, Lakota Northwoods Duplex, Lots 4 / 5, Lakota Park Subdivision, 306 &
308 North Woods Place (Kumar & Associates, Inc. Project No. 18-1-523.02, January 28, 2019),
Geotechnical Engineering Study, Lakota Northwoods Duplex, Lots 7 / 8, Lakota Park Subdivision, 312 &
314 North Woods Place (Kumar & Associates, Inc. Project No. 18-1-523.03, January 29, 2019),
Geotechnical Engineering Study, Lakota Northwoods Duplex, Lots 10 / 11, Lakota Park Subdivision, 318
& 320 North Woods Place (Kumar & Associates, Inc. Project No. 18-1-523.04, October 8, 2019),
Geotechnical Engineering Study, Lakota Northwoods Duplex, Lots 16 / 17, Lakota Park Subdivision, 307
& 309 North Woods Place (Kumar & Associates, Inc. Project No. 18-1-523.05, revised May 17, 2019),
Geotechnical Engineering Study, Lakota Northwoods Duplex, Lots 19 / 20, Lakota Park Subdivision, 313
& 315 North Woods Place (Kumar & Associates, Inc. Project No. 18-1-523.06, November 8, 2018),
Geotechnical Engineering Study, Lakota Northwoods Duplex, Lots 22 / 23, Lakota Park Subdivision, 319
& 321 North Woods Place (Kumar & Associates, Inc. Project No. 18-1-523.07, September 18, 2018),
Geotechnical Engineering Study, Lakota Northwoods Duplex, Lots 25 / 26, Lakota Park Subdivision, 325
& 327 North Woods Place (Kumar & Associates, Inc. Project No. 18-1-523.08, January 25, 2019),
A variance request (April 28, 2020), which includes as Schedule 3 a document titled Existing Segmental
Retaining Wall; Lakota Northwoods Downslope Duplexes; Lots 19 & 20, 22 & 23, and 25 & 26; Lakota
Park Subdivision; Northwoods Place (Kumar & Associates Project No. 18-1-523, September 4, 2019),
Set of 15 Final Construction Plans for Lakota Reserve and Northwoods at Lakota (Wohnrade Civil
Engineers, Inc., April 24, 2020),
Set of two final plat sheets, Northwoods at Lakota (Tim Shenk Land Surveying Inc., April 24, 2020), and
other documents.

CGS reviewed the currently proposed Northwoods duplex area as part of the Lakota Park Replat A preliminary
plat; comments were provided in a letter dated June 1, 2015 (attached), and involved local and global slope
stability, retaining wall, and subsurface drainage concerns.
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We recognize that the proposed development may address some of the existing retaining wall problems, but
the overall slope stability concerns discussed in previous reviews have not been addressed.
•

Kumar’s geotechnical report for lots 16/17 states (page 4), “An analysis was performed to evaluate the
global stability of the slopes for Lots 16/17 for the proposed construction… Based on our analysis, the
proposed construction is stable with a factor of safety greater than 1.5.” CGS cannot evaluate the
reasonableness of this conclusion without input parameters and cross section(s), and we request
Kumar’s analysis for review.

•

Kumar’s geotechnical report for lots 19/20 states (page 4), “Once a plan for the deconstruction of the walls
have been developed, we recommend a slope stability evaluation be performed by the geotechnical
engineer.” Kumar’s report for lots 22/23 states (page 4), “Once architectural plans and site grading plans
are developed we recommend a slope stability evaluation be performed by the geotechnical engineer.”
CGS agrees that these stability evaluations are needed, but they would address only local stability in
the area of these specific lots.

•

Kumar’s duplex geotechnical and retaining wall reports do not include any stability analysis for the
proposed grading cuts. Kumar recommends (pages 11 and 12 of their duplex geotechnical reports),
“Permanent unretained cuts in the overburden soils should be constructed at a 3 horizontal to 1 vertical
(3:1) or flatter inclination.” The grading plans show constructed slopes of up to 1.1H:1V behind the
upslope Northwoods lots, which is significantly steeper than recommended.

Kumar’s geotechnical investigations and recommendations are valid for design of buildings and retaining walls,
but do not address fundamental concerns regarding stability and feasibility of the proposed development.
CGS continues to recommend that the town require, prior to Northwoods at Lakota plat approval, a detailed
geologic reconnaissance and subsurface exploration to identify areas of potential instability, characterize slope
stability conditions, and provide site-specific information and engineering parameters for repairing/reconstructing
retaining walls, and stabilizing slopes to ensure long-term stability and minimize erosion. This effort should
include:
1.

A detailed geologic reconnaissance, including field mapping, of all existing and planned constructed slopes
and retaining walls, to identify and map potential hazards including shallow slumps or soil creep features,
tension fractures indicating incipient slope failure, seeps, drainage issues and other erosion features that
could indicate or contribute to slope instability. The field reconnaissance must be performed while there is
no snow on the ground and surface features are visible.

2.

A topographic survey extending to the property boundaries and sufficiently beyond to develop cross sections for
use in global stability analyses and to provide topographic information about apparent and suspected slide
features.

3.

A subsurface investigation to identify potential failure planes within the surficial deposits and bedrock mass.
Borings should be completed as piezometers for monitoring groundwater conditions. The piezometers should be
monitored on a weekly basis during and shortly after the snowmelt period and immediately after any storms,
and on a less frequent basis thereafter. A qualified hydrogeologist should review the groundwater information to
determine post-storm groundwater levels (a post-storm water level at least four feet higher than the highest
measured groundwater level should be used in the stability analyses), estimate groundwater flows, and design
surface and subsurface drainage.

4.

Perform laboratory testing, including strength testing, for evaluating the shear strength and other engineering
properties of the overburden soils and underlying bedrock material. Based on observed conditions, there is no
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basis for assuming that the overall slope below Forest Service Road 128, retaining walls, and constructed slopes
above existing and proposed roads are inherently stable.
5.

Perform local and global slope stability analyses, using site-specific, measured shear strength values and higherthan-observed water levels to reflect reasonable post-snowmelt and post-rainfall levels, to evaluate the stability
of the existing slopes, determine whether slope monitoring (e.g. inclinometers) is needed, and to evaluate
requirements for achieving and maintaining long-term slope stability with a factor of safety of at least 1.5.

6.

Slope stabilization, if needed, should be designed to satisfy a permanent global slope stability factor of safety of
at least 1.5. A qualified contractor specializing in the design and construction of slope stabilization should
design the stabilization system(s), which may include ground anchors, horizontal drains, and/or other
components. The geotechnical engineer should review the proposed stabilization system before implementation,
and a representative of the geotechnical engineer should observe the installation. Periodic inspection,
maintenance, and repairs of constructed slopes, retaining walls, and drainage components will be needed. The
party or parties (developer, Lakota HOA, or another entity) responsible for performing and paying for ongoing
inspection, maintenance and repairs of constructed slopes, retaining walls and subsurface drainage systems
within Lakota must be clearly identified.

These analyses should be required, provided to and reviewed by CGS prior to Northwoods preliminary plat
approval and before the project is allowed to move forward in the planning process.
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this project. If you have questions or require further
review, please call me at (303) 384-2643, or e-mail carlson@mines.edu.
Sincerely,

Jill Carlson, C.E.G.
Engineering Geologist
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COLORADO GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
1801 19th Street
Golden, Colorado 80401
303.384.2655

Karen Berry
State Geologist

June 1, 2015
Mr. James Shockey
Town Planner, Winter Park
PO Box 3327/50 Vasquez Rd.
Winter Park, CO 80482
Subject:

Location:
NE¼ Section 10 and NW¼ Section 11,
T2S, R75W of the 6th P.M.
39.8945, -105.7584

Lakota Park Replat A – Preliminary Plat
Town of Winter Park, Grand County, CO; CGS Unique No. GR-15-0004

Dear Mr. Shockey:
Colorado Geological Survey has reviewed the Lakota Park Replat A preliminary plat referral. I understand the
applicant proposes to replat 33.2 acres within Lakota to accommodate 98 residential units (single family, duplex, and
triplex units) and an additional access road and paved extension at the eastern end (uphill side) of Arrow Trail. With
this referral, CGS received: a Preliminary Drainage Letter (HKS, February 19, 2015), a Geotechnical Engineering
Study (HP Geotech, April 21, 2015), a set of 12 Construction Documents (HKS, February 24, 2015), and a set of five
Preliminary Plat sheets (Geosurv, December 23, 2014).
CGS visited the site on May 22, 2015. We observed numerous slumps, seeps, and earth failures within the
proposed Replat A area and at the entrance to Lakota. Of particular concern are the slopes along Summit Place
and Lakota Park Drive, where higher density development is proposed. Several utility connections have been
adversely affected by ground movement. The shotcrete retaining walls built along the eastern portions of
Northwoods Place, Lakota Park Drive, and Summit Place are in very poor condition with numerous areas of
cracks, failures, and even organic debris included in the shotcrete. Proper drainage for these walls does not appear
to have been established, resulting in seeps and voids behind and around the walls. CGS is concerned that
insufficient behind-wall drainage could cause water levels and water content to increase, resulting in reduced
strengths and increased hydrostatic loads, and potential slope failure of unknown magnitude.
The HP Geotech report does not address slope stability directly in their analysis. However, they do reference (page
1) the addition of “two and three tiered retaining walls…uphill of the Uphill Duplex sites that will be
approximately 10 to 15 feet in total exposed height.” HP goes on to state (page 6), “The buildup of water behind a
wall or an upward sloping backfill surface will increase the lateral pressure imposed on a foundation wall or
retaining structure. An underdrain should be provided to prevent hydrostatic pressure buildup behind walls.”
Additionally, HP recommends (page 7) that “below-grade construction, such as retaining walls, crawl space and
basement areas, be protected from wetting and hydrostatic pressure buildup by an underdrain and wall drain
system.” The HP report does not discuss potential destabilizing impacts from the additional access road grading
and construction east of Northwoods Place.
The Lakota site has been reviewed by CGS numerous times over the years. CGS has previously discussed our
significant concerns regarding slope stability, adequacy of retaining wall design, construction, and behind-wall
drainage at this site, and the need for detailed slope stability analysis and specific retaining wall designs (including
subsurface drainage plans) for stabilizing the slopes at the site, particularly on the east side adjacent to FS Road
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128 (see attached CGS review letters dated 7/19/07, 9/26/07, 1/15/13). To date, CGS has not received for review
any of the requested information and documents.
CGS has significant and ongoing concerns regarding local and global slope stability at this site, and the design and
stability of existing and proposed retaining walls. The concerns initially expressed in the 2007 CGS reviews have
not been addressed and continue to be of serious concern.
CGS recommends that, prior to Lakota Park Replat A approval, the town require a detailed geologic
reconnaissance and subsurface exploration to identify areas of potential instability, characterize slope stability
conditions, and provide site-specific information and engineering parameters for repairing/reconstructing
retaining walls, and designing slope stabilization and surface and subsurface drainage to ensure long-term slope
stability and minimize erosion. This effort should include:
1.

A detailed geologic reconnaissance, including field mapping, of all existing and planned constructed slopes
and retaining walls, to identify and map potential hazards including shallow slumps or soil creep features,
tension fractures indicating incipient slope failure, seeps, drainage issues and other erosion features that
could indicate or contribute to slope instability. The field reconnaissance must be performed while there is
no snow on the ground and surface features are visible.

2.

A topographic survey to develop cross sections for use in the stability analyses and to provide topographic
information about apparent and suspected slide features. Topographic contours should have been included on
the preliminary plat sheets.

3.

Drilling additional borings to characterize subsurface conditions, provide information on engineering
properties of overburden soils and underlying bedrock, identify potential failure planes within the surficial
deposits and bedrock mass, and obtain samples for laboratory testing. Borings should be completed as
piezometers for monitoring groundwater conditions. The piezometers should be monitored on a weekly basis
during and shortly after the snowmelt period and immediately after any storms, and on a less frequent basis
thereafter. A qualified hydrogeologist should review the groundwater information to determine post-storm
groundwater levels (a post-storm water level at least four feet higher than the highest measured groundwater
level should be used in the stability analyses), estimate groundwater flows, and design surface and subsurface
drainage.

4.

Perform laboratory testing, including strength testing, for evaluating the shear strength and other engineering
properties of the overburden soils and underlying bedrock material. Based on observed conditions, there is no
basis for assuming that the overall slope below Forest Service Road 128, retaining walls, and constructed
slopes above existing and proposed roads are inherently stable.

5.

Perform local and global slope stability analyses, using site-specific, measured shear strength values and
higher-than-observed water levels to reflect reasonable post-snowmelt and post-rainfall levels, to evaluate the
stability of the existing slopes, determine whether slope monitoring (e.g. inclinometers) is needed, and to
evaluate requirements for achieving and maintaining long-term slope stability with a factor of safety of at
least 1.5.

6.

Slope stabilization, if needed, should be designed to satisfy a permanent global slope stability factor of safety
of at least 1.5. A qualified contractor specializing in the design and construction of slope stabilization should
design the stabilization system(s), which may include ground anchors, horizontal drains, and/or other
components. The geotechnical engineer should review the proposed stabilization system before
implementation, and a representative of the geotechnical engineer should observe the installation. Periodic
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inspection, maintenance, and repairs of constructed slopes, retaining walls, and drainage components will be
needed. The party or parties (Town of Winter Park, Lakota HOA, or another entity) responsible for
performing and paying for ongoing inspection, maintenance and repairs of constructed slopes, retaining walls
and subsurface drainage systems within Lakota must be clearly identified.
These analyses should be required, provided to and reviewed by CGS prior to Replat A preliminary plat
approval and before the project is allowed to move forward in the planning process. If design of the existing
retaining walls are not available, or do not meet specific recommendations made by the project’s geotechnical
engineers, then removing and replacing the walls is warranted.
CGS looks forward to reviewing stability analyses and recommendations submitted by the applicant. If you have
questions or require further review, please call me at 303-384-2643, or e-mail carlson@mines.edu.
Sincerely,

Jill Carlson, C.E.G.
Engineering Geologist

Photo 1: Slope failures along Lakota Park Drive. 5/22/15
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Photo 2: Slope failures along Summit Place. Note utility displacement. 5/22/15

Photo 3: Slope failure near utility boxes on Summit Place. Perforated drain located to right of boulders did
not have water discharge, although the entire hillside was seeping. 5/22/15
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Photo 4: Water line access on Summit
Place has sunk ~3 inches below grade.
5/22/15

Photo 5: Slope failure and wall collapse at the entrance to the Lakota subdivision. 5/22/15
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Photo 6: Slope failure adjacent to retaining wall. 5/22/15

Photo 7: What may have been
intended to be a drain in the wall
shown in Photo 6, now plugged
with rebar and concrete, with active
seep below. 5/22/15
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Photo 8: Failure below retaining wall on Northwoods Place. Note that material has moved from the underside of
the wall. 5/22/15

Photo 9: Horizontal cracking and spalling in retaining wall on Northwoods Place. 5/22/15.
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Photo 10: Organic debris included in the retaining wall on Northwoods Place and horizontal cracking.
5/22/15

Photo 11: Horizontal cracking and
spalling in wall north of built
homes along Lakota Park Drive.
5/22/15
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Photo 12: Open void in wall north of built homes on Lakota Park Drive. This was near a PVC pipe that was
back graded to drain INTO the wall, and is likely a result of piping. 5/22/15
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STATE OF COLORADO
COLORADO GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Department of Natural Resources
1313 Sherman Street, Room 715
Denver, Colorado 80203
Phone 303.866.2611
Fax 303.866.2461
DEPARTMENT OF

NATURAL
RESOURCES
John Hickenlooper
Governor

January 15, 2013
Mr. Kevin Vecchiarelli, P.E.
Winter Park Town Engineer
JVA, Inc.
47 Cooper Creek Way, Suite 328
Winter Park, CO 80482
Subject:

Location:
Straddling the SE¼ of Sec. 3,
NE¼ Sec. 10, and NW¼ Sec. 11,
T2S, R75W of the 6th P.M.

Mike King
Executive Director
Karen Berry
Acting Division Director
and State Geologist

North Woods / Lakota Preliminary Plat (Replat?)
Town of Winter Park, Grand County, CO; CGS Unique No. GR-07-0013

Dear Mr. Vecchiarelli:
Colorado Geological Survey received an inquiry from Denver Water asking whether the slope stability and
retaining wall concerns discussed in our Lakota/Lakota Park/Dreamcatcher/Northwoods letters dated
4/27/2004, 7/19/2007, and 9/26/2007 had been satisfactorily addressed. Denver Water and Xcel Energy
are correctly concerned that utilities, including the earthen Ranch Creek Canal and a high pressure gas line
along the "Denver Water Works Road," a.k.a. County Road 81, a.k.a. US Forest Service Road 128, located
immediately east and upslope of the proposed Northwoods replat, may be threatened by potential slope
instability associated with development of the Lakota/Northwoods project.
It appears that in 2007 we agreed that the town could move forward with Lakota Park preliminary plat
approval of 110 residential units in 60 single-family, duplex and triplex structures "if additional site
characterization, slope stability analysis, engineered retaining wall designs and a subsurface drainage plan"
were submitted to CGS for review prior to preliminary plat or final plat approval. No additional
information or analysis has been received or reviewed by CGS. My concerns included, but were not
limited to:
Grading, retaining walls, and potential slope instability. The site contains steep slopes approaching 50%
in areas. Seeps, small slumps, and evidence of slope instability have been observed recently by Denver
Water. It appears that additional retaining walls have been built since I last visited the site in 2007. The
existing retaining walls have been observed exhibiting evidence of seepage and possibly insufficient behindwall drainage.
Ground Engineering’s 2007 slope stability analysis indicated that the largest proposed cut slope (as of 2007)
would be stable at a 2H:1V or 50% slope. However, the grading plan from which this slope was measured as
"the largest" did not include the additional grading that would be required to develop structures and driveways.
In 2007, I noted that fitting driveways and building pads into the site topography would require significantly
steeper and larger cuts, in some areas, than (1) those shown on the reviewed grading plan and (2) were
analyzed for stability by the geotechnical engineer. In addition, Ground Engineering’s slope stability analysis
evaluated global stability only under existing water content and proposed road-related cut slopes. It did not
factor in changes in water content due to development, grading plans associated with the currently proposed
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replat, or changes in drainage patterns, loading patterns and potentially reduced soils strengths and hydrostatic
loads associated with elevated water levels behind ineffectively drained retaining walls. Since CGS was not
included as a referral agency and has not received detailed information about the proposed replat, we have not
determined how (or whether) the currently proposed lot and driveway layout differ from what we previously
reviewed. Previously, we recommended (1) review of updated grading and drainage plans that reflect all of
the grading that will be needed for the proposed development, not just roads, and (2) that the proposed slopes
should be evaluated for stability by a qualified geotechnical engineer.
Colorado Geological Survey agrees with Denver Water that global slope stability, within the context of
the overall project, not individual lots, needs to analyzed under currently proposed grading and
development plans. CGS also supports Denver Water's and Xcel Energy's efforts to obtain detailed site
characterization, analysis, design parameters, construction plans, as-built drawings and other
requested information for use in evaluating the stability of existing and proposed retaining walls and
cut slopes. CGS would like to review any new or additional geological or geotechnical materials
(including slope stability analysis) submitted by the applicant and, as we requested in 2007, we would
like to review and comment on any revised lot layouts and grading plans.
If you have questions or need clarification of anything discussed in this letter, please call me at (303) 866-2611
ext. 8316, or e-mail jill.carlson@state.co.us.
Sincerely,

Jill Carlson, C.E.G.
Engineering Geologist
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STATE OF COLORADO
COLORADO GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Department of Natural Resources
1313 Sherman Street, Room 715
Denver, Colorado 80203
Phone 303.866.2611
Fax 303.866.2461
DEPARTMENT OF

NATURAL
RESOURCES
Bill Ritter
Governor

September 26, 2007
Drew Nelson
Town Planner, Town of Winter Park
P.O. Box 3327
Winter Park, CO 80482
Subject:

Legal Description:
Straddling the SE¼ of Sec. 3,
NE¼ Sec. 10, and NW¼ Sec. 11,
T2S, R75W of the 6th P.M.

Harris D. Sherman
Executive Director
Vincent Matthews
Division Director and
State Geologist

Lakota Park Preliminary Plat – Follow-up
Town of Winter Park, Grand County, CO; CGS Unique No. GR-07-0013 (?)

Dear Drew:
Colorado Geological Survey presented concerns related to the above-referenced development application
in a letter dated July 19, 2007. I met with the applicant in early August to discuss project grading,
retaining walls, surface and subsurface drainage, and additional subsurface characterization and slope
stability analysis.
As a result of my meeting with the applicant and the applicant’s geotechnical engineer, I agreed that the project
could move forward if additional site characterization, slope stability analysis, engineered retaining wall
designs and a subsurface drainage plan are submitted for review by CGS.
No additional information or analysis has been submitted by the applicant. Detailed retaining wall design may
be completed at the building permit phase. Additional subsurface soil and groundwater characterization,
stability analysis and a subsurface drainage plan need to be submitted. It is at the town’s discretion whether
CGS reviews these items prior to preliminary or final plat approval.
Sincerely,

Jill Carlson, C.E.G.
Engineering Geologist
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STATE OF COLORADO
COLORADO GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Department of Natural Resources
1313 Sherman Street, Room 715
Denver, Colorado 80203
Phone 303.866.2611
Fax 303.866.2461
DEPARTMENT OF

NATURAL
RESOURCES
Bill Owens
Governor

July 19, 2007
Drew Nelson
Town Planner, Town of Winter Park
P.O. Box 3327
Winter Park, CO 80482
Subject:

Russell George
Executive Director

Location:
Straddling the SE¼ Sec. 3,
NE¼ Sec. 10, and NW¼ Sec. 11,
T2S, R75W of the 6th P.M.

Vincent Matthews
Division Director and
State Geologist

Lakota Park – Preliminary Plat
Town of Winter Park, Grand County, CO; CGS Unique No. RO-07-0013

Dear Mr. Nelson:
Colorado Geological Survey has completed its site visit and review of the above-referenced project. I
understand the applicant proposes to develop 110 residential units in 60 single-family, duplex and triplex
structures on approximately 33 acres north of Arrow Trail/USFS Road 149G and west of USFS Road 128.
With this referral, I received a Subsurface Exploration Program, Geotechnical Recommendations report by
Ground Engineering (May 16, 2007), a set of replat drawings (GeoSurv, June 8, 2007), a set of
preliminary/review Construction Documents, a Preliminary Drainage Report and a Utility Report (JVA
Consulting Engineers, June 11, 2007). I visited the site on July 2, 2007.
I have serious concerns about the feasibility of the development at the density that is currently
proposed:
Grading plan. Ground Engineering’s slope stability analysis indicates that the largest proposed cut slope,
in the area of proposed triplex units 43-48 in the “Northwoods” product (as shown on sheet 3 of GeoSurv’s
replat drawings) is stable at a 2H:1V or 50% slope. However, structures and driveways are proposed at the
same location as the proposed 50% road cut slopes, and the grading plan does not reflect the grading that
will be needed to accommodate these structures and driveways. The grading plan shows only the grading
needed to accommodate proposed roads.
Fitting driveways and building pads into the site topography will require significantly steeper and larger
cuts, in some areas, than (1) those shown on the current grading plan and (2) were analyzed for stability by
the geotechnical engineer. The applicant should revise the grading and drainage plans to reflect all of
the grading that will be needed for the proposed development, not just roads, and have the proposed
slopes evaluated for stability by the geotechnical engineer. The following is a list, not necessarily
complete, of proposed housing units that will need to be reconfigured, relocated or deleted (depending on
from which roads driveway access is proposed):
“Northwoods” (Triplex) units 16-27 and 30-54
“The Reserve” (Single Family) lots 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13
Detention ponds. Two proposed detention ponds are located upslope from existing “Dreamcatcher” lots.
This is not acceptable, because ponding water can exacerbate problems associated with shallow
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groundwater, perched water and seepage, including reduced soil strengths, increased risk of slope failure,
increased hydrostatic loads on below-grade walls, and infiltration into below-grade space in surrounding
homes. If the site’s impermeable surface area calculations necessitate stormwater detention, and if no
locations are available that are not upslope of existing or platted development, then the project density
should be reduced to a level that does not require detention.
In addition to the grading/layout/detention issues discussed above, there are a number of constraints
that will need to be addressed during site planning, construction, and occupancy. These include:
Shallow groundwater. This is discussed on pages 5-6 of Ground’s report. Shallow groundwater, perched
water and seepage are likely to be issues on cut slopes and on the upslope, below-grade sides of structures.
Effective subsurface drainage will be needed to maintain the stability of unretained cut slopes, to reduce
hydrostatic loads on below-grade walls and retaining walls, and to reduce risks of infiltration into
partially below-grade living space (for homes constructed on slopes) and basements.
According to the geotechnical report, groundwater was observed at depths as shallow as approximately 4 feet
below the ground surface. The shallowest groundwater levels were observed on the site’s lower slopes, where
the topography tends to be less steep. Since lowermost floor and crawlspace levels must be located at least
three feet above maximum anticipated groundwater levels, full-depth basements and some lots that require
a large cut to create a level building pad may not be feasible. Lots should be allowed only where sitespecific water level observations indicate that the 3-foot separation between lowermost floor or crawlspace
levels and maximum anticipated groundwater surface can be maintained.
Post-development, perched water is likely to collect above clayey, less permeable soil layers, on top of the
bedrock surface, and within foundation excavations (which tend to be more loosely backfilled), as a result of
snowmelt and runoff from roofs and paved areas, causing wet or moist conditions in the soils immediately
surrounding basement walls and foundations. Individual perimeter foundation drain systems should be
constructed beneath all structures, to help prevent infiltration of perched water (on lots where basements or
crawl spaces are determined to be feasible), and to help control wetting of potentially collapsible or expansive
soils in the immediate vicinity of foundation elements and floor slabs. It is critical that the perimeter drains are
sloped to discharge to an interior pumped sump or a gravity outlet that discharges water as far as possible away
from all structures.
Grading and potential slope instability. As discussed above, the site contains slopes approaching 50%
in areas, with most of the proposed structures located on slopes of 25% to 35%. The site does not contain
any mapped landslides, and the site’s slopes appear to be stable under current slope, vegetation, water
content and drainage conditions. Ground Engineering’s slope stability analysis evaluated global stability
only under existing water content and proposed road grade-related cut slopes. It did not factor in changes
in water content due to development, or changes in loading patterns due to large, multi-family structures.
On the site’s steep slopes, the proposed development could alter the apparent existing equilibrium between
driving and resisting forces affecting slope stability, potentially causing widespread and severe damage as
a result of slope movement. Additional slope stability analysis may be needed. In addition:
1. Project density, roads and site grading should be designed to minimize temporary and permanent
cuts and fills to the extent possible. Revised site grading and drainage plans should be prepared
and reviewed by a qualified engineer who is familiar with the slope stability concerns.
2. The site is currently being cleared of most trees. Existing vegetative cover should be left intact to
the maximum extent possible, and every effort should be made to restore native vegetation within
disturbed areas as quickly as possible. However, irrigation beyond the bare minimum required to
reestablish native vegetation should not be permitted.
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3. If the soils on or near any part of the development become saturated through rainfall, snowmelt, a
water or sewer pipeline failure or unchanneled road runoff, the soils could lose strength and fail
slowly or catastrophically. Drainage features must be designed and maintained to quickly channel
all surface runoff away from structures and roads and off of slopes as efficiently as possible. It is
imperative that water is allowed to drain quickly and NOT pond anywhere within or near
developed areas.
These recommendations, in addition to the recommendations in Ground’s geotechnical report, must be
incorporated into the development plans and strictly adhered to during design, construction and the life of
the development.
Because of the number and severity of concerns on this site, Colorado Geological Survey would like
to review any new geological or geotechnical materials submitted by the applicant, and we would
like to review and comment on any revised lot layouts and the grading plan, when available.
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this project. If you have questions or need
clarification of issues identified during this review, please call me at (303) 866-2001, or e-mail
jill.carlson@state.co.us.
Sincerely,

Jill Carlson, C.E.G.
Engineering Geologist
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June 10, 2020

Mr. Hugh Bell
Planner | Community Development, Town of Winter Park
P.O. Box 3327
50 Vasquez Road
Winter Park, CO 80482
RE: Preliminary Subdivision Plat Submittal, The Reserve at Lakota Park Subdivision; Preliminary
Subdivision Plat Submittal, Northwoods at Lakota Park Subdivision
Dear Mr. Bell:
Denver Water is a referral agency on both the Reserve at Lakota Park and the Northwoods at Lakota
Park Subdivision Plat Submittals. After reviewing the material, Denver Water has no objection to the
Reserve at Lakota Park.
Denver Water does have concerns about the final grading and temporary excavations proposed for
the Northwoods at Lakota Park Subdivision. The proposed construction is below the slope supporting
USFS Road 128. Denver Water has a Right-of-Way along USFS Road 128 for its Ranch Creek
Canal.
The Grading and Erosion Plan, Sheet 8 of Exhibit B, shows final cut slopes behind Building 7 and 8
(Lots 7 through 10) ranging between 1.4H:1V to 1.1H:1V. Denver Water is concerned that these
final slopes are not stable long term. Exhibit C of the submittal contains the Geotechnical Engineering
Study which contains similar geotechnical studies for each separate building. Under the section
“Permanent Cut and Fill Slopes” all the reports state “Permanent unretained cuts in the overburden
soils should be constructed at a 3H:1V or flatter inclination.” Under the Proposed Construction
section, the reports also state “the finished grade on the sides of the residence are proposed to have
slopes lightly steeper than 2H:1V. A grade separation solution will be required at the sides of the
duplex to achieve a less steep grade for slope stability purposes.”
Buildings 7 and 8 are located at the toe of the slope supporting USFS Road 128, which contains both
a water supply aqueduct and a high-pressure gas line. Given the critical infrastructure supported by
this slope, and the potential for damages/loss of life from a slope failure, the permanent slope design
between the residences and the road should be designed to have a factor of safety of at least 1.5.
This analysis should be done by a professional engineer registered in the State of Colorado and
submitted to the Town of Winter Park as part of its permanent records for the development.
Denver Water’s other stability concern is for the temporary slope cuts. In the section entitled
Temporary Cut Slopes and Staged Construction, the reports in Exhibit C state “Temporary cut slopes
to install foundations are anticipated to be rather large to adequately lay back the excavation to a safe
orientation… If a 1.5H:1V temporary slope cut is maintained… it will result in about a 35 foot high cut
slope when laid back.” The report further notes “The temporary cut slope to install foundations could
potentially become a dangerous situation if not properly planned and laid back.”
Denver Water is currently mobilizing for a construction project along USFS 128 to place its existing
canal into an 84-inch diameter concrete pipe. The construction will be taking place directly above the
area where these temporary excavations are proposed. An improperly planned excavation cut could
cause a collapse of the road during construction. This could cause a loss of life as well as significant
property damage. There are ways to safely shore temporary excavations like these. The Town of
Winter Park must require that all temporary cuts into this slope be designed by a professional
engineer registered in the State of Colorado, and that the certification become part of the Town’s

permanent records. The Town should further require that the temporary cuts be periodically
monitored by a geotechnical professional since site conditions can change.
In closing, Denver Water has no objections to the Reserve at Lakota, but has concerns about the
short-term excavations and long-term stability of the slope behind the Northwoods development. In
particular, there is no indication that these are being designed. Given the potential for damages or
injury with a slope failure, the Town of Winter Park must verify the developer has performed proper
geotechnical design and submitted this information to the Town, where it can be requested by outside
parties.
Please contact me if you have any questions regarding this letter. I can be reached at 303-518-9833
or jessica.barbier@denverwater.org.
Sincerely,

Jessica Barbier, PE
Design Project ManagerFA
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To:
Subject:
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Frank Reeves
Hugh Bell
Re: Agency Review Comment Request - Northwoods Place preliminary plat
Friday, May 08, 2020 9:19:15 AM
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Hugh,
East Grand School District wants to make sure all Money in Lieu of Land agreements have
been paid or will be paid on both of these developments. Other than that we have no
comments.
Thanks,
Frank
On Wed, May 6, 2020 at 12:01 PM Hugh Bell <hbell@wpgov.com> wrote:
Reviewers –

Good morning. Johnson & Repucci LLP has submitted a preliminary plat application to the
Town of Winter Park for Northwoods Place at Lakota Park Subdivision. Please review the
attachments and provide comments as necessary; these are due on Wednesday, June 10.
Because the Planning Department is still working remotely, we are only sending documents
electronically. Please refer to the attached Referral Agency Checklist for the list of
documents relevant for your review.

The engineering plans (EX B) are too large for attachment and can be viewed here. Please
note that the Northwoods preliminary plat shares the same engineering document as the
Reserve. Feel free to email me with any questions.

Thank you,

Hugh Bell
Planner | Community Development
P.O. Box 3327
50 Vasquez Rd.
Winter Park, CO 80482
970.726.8081 x 218
hbell@wpgov.com

www.wpgov.com

-Frank Reeves
Superintendent
East Grand School District
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This communication is for the use of the intended recipient only. It may
contain information that is privileged and confidential. If you are not the
intended recipient of this communication, any disclosure, copying, further
distribution or use thereof is prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please advise me by return e-mail or by telephone and
delete/destroy it.
*******************************************************************************

June 16, 2020
James Shockey
Community Development Director
Town of Winter Park
50 Vasquez Road
Winter Park, Colorado 80482
Via email: jshockey@wpgov.com
RE:

Northwoods at Lakota Preliminary Plat Design Review
JVA Job #1566.111c

Dear James:
JVA Inc. has received Preliminary Plat submittal documents for Northwoods at Lakota Subdivision.
Documents reviewed by JVA Inc. include:
1. “Final Construction Plans for Lakota Reserve and Northwoods at Lakota” Produced by
Wohnrade Civil Engineers, Inc. (Construction Plans)
2. “Final Plat Northwoods at Lakota” Produced by Tim Shenk Land Surveying Inc. (Final Plat)
3. “Preliminary Plat Application Letter” Produced by Johnson & Repucci LLP. (Application
Letter)
We have reviewed the provided documents to assess general conformance to the Town of Winter
Park Standards and Specifications (Standards) and to provide recommendations where deviations
from the Standards are proposed. These documents were reviewed as a Preliminary Plat submittal
per the Standards.
Construction Plans
1. Please provide project acceptance letter from Winter Park Water and Sanitation District for
Final Plat submittal.
2. Please provide project acceptance letter from East Grand Fire Protection District #4 For Final
Plat submittal.
3. With any future submittal, please address comments provided by Colorado Geological
Survey in a letter, dated June 10th, 2020.
4. Please clarify what notes are being referred to by “Note 9” and “Note 10” on the Demolition
Plan.
5. In areas with multiple asphalt sawcuts for utility work please show replacement of the entire
width of existing roadways through the extents of the work to avoid several full-depth
patches with small sections of existing asphalt in between.
6. Ensure the ground surface surrounding the exterior of buildings is to drain away from the
foundation in all directions with a minimum slope of 12 inches in the first 10 feet per the
Geotechnical requirements.
7. Multiple areas are shown with slopes greater than 4H:1V on fill slopes and 3H:1V on cut
slopes please ensure maximum grades are consistent with geotechnical recommendations or
have the geotechnical engineer provide additional recommendations for slope stability.

Northwoods at Lakota Preliminary Plat Design Review
06/16/2020
2 of 2

JVA Inc. recommends approval of these plans for the Preliminary Plat submittal. We look forward to
review of final construction documents and drainage report for future submittals. Please feel free to
contact us with any questions, comments or concerns. We can make ourselves available for a
meeting with the applicants to discuss these comments as needed.
Sincerely,
JVA, INCORPORATED

By:

____________________________________
Sam Redfield, P.E.
Senior Project Engineer

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jean Johnston
Hugh Bell
RE: Agency Review Comment Request - Northwoods Place preliminary plat
Friday, May 22, 2020 10:31:24 AM
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Hi Hugh,
MPEI is fine with this preliminary plat.
Thanks, Jean
Jean Johnston

Senior Staking Engineer/Right of
Way Specialist

JeanJ@mpei.com
970-887-7065

Mountain Parks Electric, Inc.

321 West Agate Ave • P.O. Box 170, Granby, CO 80446-0170 • 970.887.3378

We are owned by those we serve.

This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer.
Click here to take our quick online survey for chance to win a $100 bill credit!

From: Hugh Bell [mailto:hbell@wpgov.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 6, 2020 12:01 PM
To: Clapp, Kirk <Kirk.Clapp@centurylink.com>; jeromy.huntington@state.co.us; carlson@mines.edu; Newby, Andrew (Contractor) <Andy_Newby@comcast.com>;
jessica.barbier@denverwater.org; Dennis Soles <dsoles@eastgrandfire.com>; Adam Gosey <agosey@eastgrandfire.com>; frank.reeves@egsd.org;
dlindblom@co.grand.co.us; ataft@co.grand.co.us; mmcquain@co.grand.co.us; Jean Johnston <JeanJ@mpei.com>; Gerry Vernon <gvernon@wpgov.com>;
ckarsh@jvajva.com; Kevin E. Vecchiarelli <kvecchiarelli@jvajva.com>; matthew.r.montgomery@usace.army.mil; mlwilliams01@fs.fed.us; jmorrissey@fs.fed.us; Kent
Bosshard <kentb@wpwsd.com>; Jacoby, Kathleen E <Kathleen.Jacoby@XCELENERGY.COM>
Cc: James Shockey <jshockey@wpgov.com>
Subject: Agency Review Comment Request - Northwoods Place preliminary plat
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of MPEI. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Reviewers –
Good morning. Johnson & Repucci LLP has submitted a preliminary plat application to the Town of Winter Park for Northwoods Place at Lakota Park Subdivision. Please
review the attachments and provide comments as necessary; these are due on Wednesday, June 10. Because the Planning Department is still working remotely, we
are only sending documents electronically. Please refer to the attached Referral Agency Checklist for the list of documents relevant for your review.
The engineering plans (EX B) are too large for attachment and can be viewed here. Please note that the Northwoods preliminary plat shares the same engineering
document as the Reserve. Feel free to email me with any questions.
Thank you,
Hugh Bell
Planner | Community Development
P.O. Box 3327
50 Vasquez Rd.
Winter Park, CO 80482
970.726.8081 x 218
hbell@wpgov.com
www.wpgov.com

AECOM
6200 S. Quebec Street
Greenwood Village, CO 80111
www.aecom.com

303-694 2770
303 694 3946

tel
fax

Memorandum
\
To

Kent Bosshard, District Manager

Subject

Northwoods at Lakota Park Subdivision,
Preliminary Subdivision Plat Submittal, April 28, 2020

From

Bill Wemmert, 303-478-7343, bill.wemmert@aecom.com

Date

May 22, 2020

Page

1

On behalf of the Winter Park Water and Sanitation District (WPWSD), AECOM has reviewed
and is providing the following comments on the Northwoods at Lakota Park Subdivision
Preliminary Subdivision Plat Submittal, dated April 28, 2020.
If you have any questions on these comments, please do not hesitate to contact me.
General
1. Prior to construction, coordinate the location of the water curb stops and sewer
cleanouts on site with WPWSD staff. Clarify the limit of construction for water and
sewer services as part of the developer work in relocating the roads (as opposed to
the future lot developer.)
2. What agreements, if any, are required between the WPWSD and the Lakota East
Homeowners Association?

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jacoby, Kathleen E
Hugh Bell
FW: Agency Review Comment Request - Northwoods Place preliminary plat
Wednesday, May 20, 2020 12:07:41 PM
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01 Preliminary Plat Application Letter, Northwoods at Lakota.pdf
Attachment to Land-Use-Review-Application - Northwoods at Lakota Park Subdivision.pdf
Exhibit A - Preliminary Plat - Northwoods.pdf
Exhibit C - Geotechnical Report - Northwoods redux.pdf
Exhibit E - Architectural Plans, Northwoods.pdf
Exhibit F - Will-Serve Letter.pdf
Exhibit G - Variance Application for Northwoods.pdf
Northwoods App - Referral Agency Checklist.pdf

Hugh,
I have no concerns in the changes proposed, just note that if the grade changes where existing gas is
installed an application will need to be made to keep the depth at 36”

Best regards,
Kathy
Xcel Energy | Responsible By Nature

Design Planner, Mountain Division
583 East Jasper Court, Granby CO 80446-0528
P: 970-262-4055 F: 970-887-2453
E: kathleen.jacoby@xcelenergy.com
xcelenergy.com/InstallAndConnect
Visit our website for more information about installing and connecting service with Xcel Energy!

Need to put in an application?
https://xcelenergy.force.com/FastApp/BP_Login

From: Hugh Bell [mailto:hbell@wpgov.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 06, 2020 12:01 PM
To: Clapp, Kirk; jeromy.huntington@state.co.us; carlson@mines.edu; Newby, Andrew (Contractor);
jessica.barbier@denverwater.org; Dennis Soles; Adam Gosey; frank.reeves@egsd.org;
dlindblom@co.grand.co.us; ataft@co.grand.co.us; mmcquain@co.grand.co.us; Jean Johnston; Gerry
Vernon; ckarsh@jvajva.com; Kevin E. Vecchiarelli; matthew.r.montgomery@usace.army.mil;
mlwilliams01@fs.fed.us; jmorrissey@fs.fed.us; Kent Bosshard; Jacoby, Kathleen E
Cc: James Shockey
Subject: Agency Review Comment Request - Northwoods Place preliminary plat

EXTERNAL - STOP & THINK before opening links and attachments.
Reviewers –
Good morning. Johnson & Repucci LLP has submitted a preliminary plat application to the Town of

Winter Park for Northwoods Place at Lakota Park Subdivision. Please review the attachments and
provide comments as necessary; these are due on Wednesday, June 10. Because the Planning
Department is still working remotely, we are only sending documents electronically. Please refer to
the attached Referral Agency Checklist for the list of documents relevant for your review.
The engineering plans (EX B) are too large for attachment and can be viewed here. Please note that
the Northwoods preliminary plat shares the same engineering document as the Reserve. Feel free to
email me with any questions.
Thank you,
Hugh Bell
Planner | Community Development
P.O. Box 3327
50 Vasquez Rd.
Winter Park, CO 80482
970.726.8081 x 218
hbell@wpgov.com
www.wpgov.com

